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Abstract

The topic of this thesis is the application of distributive laws between comonads to the

theory of cyclic homology. The work herein is based on the three papers [40, 42, 46], to

which the current author has contributed. Explicitly, our main aims are:

• To study how the cyclic homology of associative algebras and of Hopf algebras in

the original sense of Connes and Moscovici arises from a distributive law, and to

clarify the rôle of different notions of bimonad in this generalisation.

• To extend the procedure of twisting the cyclic homology of a unital associative

algebra to any duplicial object defined by a distributive law.

• To study the universality of Böhm and Ştefan’s approach to constructing dupli-

cial objects, which we do in terms of a 2-categorical generalisation of Hochschild

(co)homology.

• To characterise those categories whose nerve admits a duplicial structure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We begin by giving some context and background for the thesis in terms of the aims

presented in the abstract, followed by the conventions that we use throughout.

1.1 Background and aims

The Dold-Kan correspondence generalises chain complexes in abelian categories to gen-

eral simplicial objects, and thus homological algebra to homotopical algebra. The clas-

sical homology theories defined by an augmented algebra (such as group, Lie algebra,

Hochschild, de Rham and Poisson homology) become expressed as the homology of

suitable comonads T , defined via simplicial objects CT pN,Mq obtained from the bar

construction (see e.g. [73, §6.5]). Here M,N are suitable functors providing homology

coefficients.

Distributive laws between monads were originally defined by Beck in [4] and corre-

spond to monad structures on the composite of the two underlying endofunctors. They

have found many applications in mathematics as well as computer science; see e.g. [15,

17, 50, 70, 71].

The study of monads and comonads arose from homological algebra, which prompts

the question: can we go back and apply distributive laws to homological algebra? The an-

swer is yes. Connes’ cyclic homology created a new paradigm of homology theories de-

fined in terms of mixed complexes [25,33]. The homotopical counterparts are cyclic [18]

or more generally duplicial objects [25,26]. Böhm and Ştefan [7] showed how CT pN,Mq
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9

becomes duplicial in the presence of a second comonad S together with a distributive law

between T and S, which is compatible in a suitable sense with N and M .

The paradigmatic example of such a cyclic homology theory is the cyclic homology

HCpAq of a unital associative algebra A [19, 69]. This leads us to our first aim:

• To study how the cyclic homology of associative algebras and of Hopf algebras in

the original sense of Connes and Moscovici [21] fits into the monadic formalism of

Böhm and Ştefan, extending the construction from [38], and to clarify the rôle of

different notions of bimonad in this generalisation (Chapters 3, 4, 6).

It was observed by Kustermans, Murphy, and Tuset [43] that the functor HC can

be twisted by automorphisms of A. In fact, this twisted cyclic homology occurs as an

instance of Böhm and Ştefan’s construction. Thus, our second aim:

• To extend the procedure of twisting the cyclic homology of a unital associative

algebra to any duplicial object defined by a distributive law (Chapters 3, 4, 6).

The construction of simplicial objects via the bar resolution is universal in the sense

that comonads on a category B correspond to strict monoidal functors ∆˚
` Ñ rB,Bs

where ∆` denotes the augmented simplicial category (cf. Definition 4.1.1), and ˚ denotes

the opposite category. Using the symmetric monoidal closed structure of Cat, we obtain

the bar resolution of the corresponding comonad as a functor B Ñ r∆˚
`,Bs. What has

been missing in the literature so far is a similar universal description of the situation for

duplicial objects. Our third main aim is then:

• To study the universality of Böhm and Ştefan’s approach to constructing dupli-

cial objects, which we do in terms of a 2-categorical generalisation of Hochschild

(co)homology (Chapter 5).

The nerve functor N : Cat Ñ r∆˚,Sets is full and faithful, embedding categories

into simplicial sets. Thus, it makes sense to discuss a simplicial or duplicial structure on

a category. This leads to our final main aim:

• To characterise those categories whose nerve admits a duplicial structure (Chap-

ter 5).
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In addition to our main goals, we have some subsidiary aims:

• To develop some 2-category theory to assist with the above aims (Chapter 2).

• To give a wide variety of examples (Chapters 3, 6).

• To pose some questions that the author was not able to answer (Chapter 7).

1.2 Conventions

We assume that the reader has familiarity with ordinary category theory (as, for example,

in [9, 51]), as well as the very basics of the theory of (co)modules over (co)algebras (see

e.g. [13, 60, 73]). When natural transformations (and similar notions) appear, by abuse

of notation we often write the same symbol for a natural transformation and its compo-

nents, e.g. α : F ñ G and α : FX Ñ GX . When a commutative diagram is given with

unlabelled variables, we rather mean the collection of commutative diagrams where the

variables are objects in the relevant category of interest. We completely ignore issues of

size throughout (for more information on size considerations, see [2, p. viii] or [51, Ch. I]

for a more serious discussion).

Each chapter contains relevant background material as well as original work of the

author. Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6 contain joint work of the author with Ulrich Krähmer

and Niels Kowalzig, although here some of the results of the relevant papers [40, 42] are

developed further and more background detail is given. Chapter 5 contains joint work

carried out by the author, Richard Garner and Steve Lack in [46]. At the beginning of

each chapter it is made precise which parts of the material consist of original work.



Chapter 2

Monads and comonads

In this chapter, we review all the 2-category theory needed for the thesis. After giving ba-

sic definitions we study monads internal to 2-categories and related concepts. Sections 2.1

and 2.2 contain the required definitions and preliminary results. Section 2.3, concerning

how one obtains distributive laws from certain types of squares, contains original work

which is an expansion of [40, §2.1–2.16]. In Section 2.4 we explicitly give the construc-

tions of the previous sections in the 2-category Cat.

2.1 Preliminaries

We begin by recalling some fundamental notions of 2-category theory.

2.1.1 2-categories

Let 1 denote the terminal category, containing one object and one (identity) morphism.

Definition 2.1.1. A 2-category C consists of

• a class |C | whose elements we call 0-cells

• for any A,B P |C |, a category C pA,Bq whose objects we call 1-cells, whose mor-

phisms we call 2-cells, and whose composition law we call vertical composition

• for each 0-cell A, a functor uA : 1Ñ C pA,Aq, called the unit

11



CHAPTER 2. MONADS AND COMONADS 12

• for any A,B, C in |C |, a functor ˝A,B,C : C pB, Cq ˆ C pA,Bq Ñ C pA, Cq, called

horizontal composition

satisfying associativity and unitality conditions, that is, commutativity of the two diagrams

C pC,Dq ˆ C pB, Cq ˆ C pA,Bq
˝B,C,Dˆ1

��

1ˆ˝A,B,C // C pC,Dq ˆ C pA, Cq
˝A,C,D
��

C pB,Dq ˆ C pA,Bq
˝A,B,D

// C pA,Dq

C pA,Bq uAˆ1 //

1ˆuB
��

C pB,Bq ˆ C pA,Bq
˝A,B,B
��

C pA,Bq ˆ C pA,Aq
˝A,A,B

// C pA,Bq

for all A,B, C,D P |C |.

From this point onward, we omit the subscripts on the functors ˝ and u, much as we

do for natural transformations.

We denote a 1-cell F in C pA,Bq by F : A Ñ B, and a 2-cell α between F, F 1 is

denoted by α : F ñ F 1. We denote both horizontal and vertical composition by concate-

nation, or occasionally by the symbol ˝. It is always clear from the context to which type

of composition we refer.

A 2-cell inside a diagram of 1-cells denotes a 2-cell between their horizontal compos-

ites, e.g.

A F //

H
��

B
G
��

α
z�

C
K
//

K
// D

means that α : GF ñ KH is a 2-cell. In diagrams consisting only of 2-cells, we usually

abandon the double arrowsñ in favour of regular arrowsÑ for the sake of readability.

We use the symbol 1 to denote both the identity 1-cell and 2-cell, i.e. the images of

the unique morphism and object respectively, under the unit functor u. However, when

we write a horizontal composite involving an identity 2-cell, we rather write the corre-

sponding 1-cell. We do this because it makes it easy to reference individual cells, while

also making diagrams easier to interpret; for example, given a diagram

A
F
&&

F 1
88�� α B

G // C
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we denote the horizontal composite with the identity by

A
GF

((

GF 1

66�� Gα C

There are various duals one obtains by reversing some of the structure in a 2-category.

We denote by C ˚ the 2-category obtained by reversing all 1-cells in C , and by C˚ we

denote the 2-category obtained by reversing all 2-cells in C . Of course, pC˚q˚ “ pC ˚q˚

so there is no harm in writing C ˚
˚ to denote either of these duals.

We may view an ordinary category C as a 2-category, where for two objects A,B in C,

the category CpA,Bq is the discrete category on the morphisms AÑ B. Using the above

notation, C˚ can thus be viewed as the dual (or opposite) category to C in the ordinary

sense.

Example 2.1.2. The paradigmatic example of a 2-category is Cat. This is the 2-category

whose 0-, 1- and 2-cells are categories, functors and natural transformations respectively.

Most examples of 2-categories in this thesis appear as constructions based on Cat.

2.1.2 2-functors and 2-natural transformations

Definition 2.1.3. Let C ,D be 2-categories. A 2-functor Φ: C Ñ D consists of

• a function Φ: |C | Ñ |D |

• for each pair A,B P C , a functor ΦA,B : C pA,Bq Ñ DpΦA,ΦBq

that are compatible with both horizontal and vertical composition, that is, the diagrams

C pB, Cq ˆ C pA,Bq ˝ //

ΦB,CˆΦA,B
��

C pA, Cq
ΦA,C
��

DpΦB,ΦCq ˆDpΦA,ΦBq
˝
// DpΦA,ΦCq

1
u //

u
%%

C pA,Aq
ΦA,A
��

DpΦA,ΦAq

commute for all A,B, C P |C |.

Thus a 2-functor is simply a mapping of cells between 2-categories that preserves

commutative diagrams of 1-cells and 2-cells, as well as identities. We now omit the

subscripts on a 2-functor Φ, similar again to the case for the composition and unit of a

2-category, and natural transformations.
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Example 2.1.4. For each 0-cell A in C , there are hom 2-functors

C pA,´q : C Ñ Cat

C p´,Aq : C ˚
Ñ Cat

defined in the obvious way.

There is also a notion of morphism between 2-functors:

Definition 2.1.5. Let Φ,Φ1 : C Ñ D be 2-functors. A 2-natural transformation, which

we denote by ν : Φ ñ Φ1, is given by, for each A P |C |, a 1-cell νA : ΦA Ñ Φ1A such

that the diagram

C pA,Bq Φ //

Φ1

��

DpΦA,ΦBq
DpΦA,νBq
��

DpΦ1A,Φ1Bq
DpνA,Φ

1Bq
// DpΦA,Φ1Bq

commutes for all A,B P |C |.

Again, we usually omit the indices on the 1-cell components of 2-natural transforma-

tions.

Example 2.1.6. There is a 2-category 2-Cat whose 0-cells are 2-categories, whose 1-cells

are 2-functors and whose 2-cells are 2-natural transformations.

2.1.3 Adjunctions

One advantage of studying 2-categories as opposed to just ordinary categories is that it

allows us to study certain phenomena as being internal. For example, instead of thinking

of an adjunction between categories, we can think of an adjunction inside a 2-category:

Definition 2.1.7. Let F : A Ñ B and U : B Ñ A be 1-cells in a 2-category C . We say

that F is left adjoint to U if there are 2-cells η : 1 ñ UF , ε : FU ñ 1 called the unit and

counit respectively, such that the two triangle identities hold, i.e. the diagrams

F
Fη // FUF

εF
��
F

U
ηU // UFU

Uε
��
U

commute. In this situation, we also say that U is right adjoint to F , and that F % U is an

adjunction.
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Example 2.1.8. An adjunction in Cat is just an ordinary adjunction between categories.

Example 2.1.9. An adjunction in 2-Cat is called a 2-adjunction. A 2-adjunction

C K

Φ
++ D

Θ

kk

with unit ν : 1 ñ ΘΦ and counit ξ : ΦΘ ñ 1 can be described equivalently as having

2-natural isomorphisms

C pA,ΘEq – DpΦA, Eq.

explicitly given by

A
X

**

X 1
44�� α ΘE ÞÝÑ ΦA

ΦX
++

ΦX 1
33�� Φα ΦΘE ξE // E

ΦA
Z

))

Z1

55�� β E ÞÝÑ A νA // ΘΦA
ΘZ

**

ΘZ1
44�� Θβ ΘE

Often 2-functors preserve these internal properties. Indeed:

Proposition 2.1.10. All 2-functors preserve adjunctions.

Proof. If F % U is an adjunction with unit η and counit ε, and Φ is a 2-functor, then the

triangle identities for Φη and Φε are satisfied since 2-functors preserve identities and all

forms of composition. Hence ΦF % ΦU .

2.2 Monads and comonads in 2-categories

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, let C be a 2-category. In subsequent chapters,

the 2-categorical constructions presented here are considered only in the case C “ Cat,

and are explicitly described in that way in Section 2.4, so if the reader is not entirely

comfortable with the language of 2-categories, they may replace appearances of 0-, 1- and

2-cells in C with the words ‘category’, ‘functor’ and ‘natural transformation’ respectively.

We restate, in our terminology, some of the definitions and results involving monads in

[64]. We also emphasise results for comonads since they and their interplay with monads

are an important topic in later chapters.
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2.2.1 The 2-category of monads

Definition 2.2.1. LetA be a 0-cell in C . A monad onA in C is a triple pB, µ, ηq consist-

ing of a 1-cell B : A Ñ A together with 2-cells η : 1 ñ B, µ : BB ñ B, called the unit

and multiplication respectively, such that the following two diagrams commute:

BBB
Bµ //

µB

��

BB

µ

��
BB µ

// B

B
Bη //

ηB

��

BB

µ

��
BB µ

// B

By abuse of notation, we refer to a monad by its underlying 1-cell, and we always use

the symbols η and µ to refer to the unit and multiplication of an arbitrary monad.

Monads in C constitute the 0-cells of a 2-category MndpC q, defined as follows. The

1-cells pA, Bq Ñ pD, Aq consist of pairs pΣ, σq where Σ: A Ñ D is a 1-cell in C and

σ : AΣ ñ ΣB is a 2-cell in C , subject to the commutativity conditions

AAΣ

µΣ

��

Aσ // AΣB σB // ΣBB

Σµ

��
AΣ σ

// ΣB

Σ

Ση !!

ηΣ // AΣ

σ

��
ΣB

We call these 1-cells morphisms of monads. A 2-cell α : pΣ, σq ñ pΣ1, σ1q is a 2-cell

α : Σ ñ Σ1 in C such that the diagram

AΣ

Aα
��

σ // ΣB

αB
��

AΣ1
σ1
// Σ1B

commutes.

Dually, we define a comonad pT, δ, εq in C to be a monad in C˚. We define the 2-

category of comonads in C as CmdpC q :“ MndpC˚q˚. The 1-cells herein are called

morphisms of comonads. We say opmorphism of (co)monads to mean a morphism of

(co)monads in C ˚.

Example 2.2.2. Suppose that we have an adjunction

A K

F
++ B

U

kk
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in C with unit η and counit ε. The 1-cell UF becomes a monad on A, and dually FU

becomes a comonad on B, and we say that these are generated by the adjunction. The

(co)units and (co)multiplications are given by

1
η // UF FU

ε // 1

UFUF
UεF // UF FU

FηU // FUFU

Remark 2.2.3. Since the taking of duals is confusing, let us make explicit that if

pA, Bq pΣ,σq // pD, Aq, pB, T q pΓ,γq // pE , Gq

are morphisms of monads and comonads respectively, then the underlying 2-cells are

given by σ : AΣ ñ ΣB and γ : ΓT ñ GΓ. Note the differing positions of Γ,Σ in each

case, telling us that these morphisms are not of the same variance. If we take opmor-

phisms instead, these 2-cells would reverse direction.

Example 2.2.4. Consider a monad pA, Bq in C . The 2-cell

τ : BB
BBη // BBB

µB // BB

defines a morphism of monads

pA, Bq pB,τq // pA, Bq.

Furthermore, any morphism of monads pΣ, σq : pA, Bq Ñ pD, Aq induces a monad 2-cell

pA, Bq pΣ,σq //

pB,τq

��

pD, Aq

pA,τq

��

σ

w�

pA, Bq
pΣ,σq

// pD, Aq

As in the case of adjunctions, 2-functors preserve the internal property of being a

monad. Thus, a 2-functor Φ: C Ñ D restricts to a 2-functor

MndpC q
MndpΦq //MndpDq,
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defined diagramatically by

pA, Bq

pΣ1,σ1q

��

pΣ,σq

��

+3α

pΦA,ΦBq

pΦΣ1,Φσ1q

��

pΦΣ,Φσq

��

+3Φα
ÞÝÑ

pD, Aq pΦD,ΦAq

A 2-natural transformation ν : Φ ñ Φ1 clearly induces another 2-natural transformation

Mndpνq. We thus obtain the following:

Proposition 2.2.5. The above assignment defines a 2-functor Mnd: 2-CatÑ 2-Cat.

Dually, there is a 2-functor Cmd: 2-CatÑ 2-Cat.

2.2.2 Distributive laws

Definition 2.2.6. A distributive law of comonads is a comonad in CmdpC q. Explicitly,

a distributive law between comonads T, S on the same 1-cell B is a 2-cell χ : TS ñ ST

such that the four diagrams

TS

δS
��

χ // ST

Sδ
��

TTS
Tχ
// TST

χT
// STT

TS

εS ""

χ // ST

Sε
��
S

TS

Tδ
��

χ // ST

δT
��

TSS
χS
// STS

Sχ
// SST

TS

Tε ""

χ // ST

εT
��
T

commute.

We denote by DistpC q the 2-category CmdpCmdpC q˚q˚. Thus, explicitly,

• 0-cells are quadruples pB, χ, T, Sq, where χ : TS ñ ST is a comonad distributive

law on B,

• 1-cells

pB, χ, T, Sq Ñ pD, τ, G,Cq
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are triples pΣ, σ, γq, where pΣ, σq : pB, T q Ñ pD, Gq is an opmorphism of comon-

ads, and pΣ, γq : pB, Sq Ñ pD, Cq is a morphism of comonads satisfying the Yang-

Baxter equation, i.e.

ΣTS
Σχ // ΣST γT

))
GΣS

Gγ
))

σS 55

CΣT

GCΣ
τΣ
// CGΣ Cσ

55

commutes, and

• 2-cells pΣ, σ, γq ñ pΣ1, σ1, γ1q are 2-cells α : Σ ñ Σ1 in C for which the diagrams

GΣ

σ

��

Gα // GΣ1

σ1

��
ΣT

αT
// Σ1T

ΣS αS //

γ

��

Σ1S

γ1

��
CΣ

Cα
// CΣ1

commute.

Similarly, we define the 2-category of mixed distributive laws in C as

MixpC q :“ MndpCmdpC qq.

Let us unpack this definition. Consider an arbitrary 1-cell in the 2-category MixpC q:

ppA, Cq, pB, θqq ppΣ,γq,σq // ppD, Dq, pA, τqq.

We have that:

• pA, Cq and pD, Dq are comonads in C ;

• pB, θq and pA, τq are monads in CmdpC q, meaning that

θ : BC ñ CB, τ : AD ñ DA

are 2-cells in C , compatible with the appropriate monad and comonad structures;

• pΣ, γq is a morphism of comonads, so in particular Σ: AÑ D is a 1-cell in C , and

γ : ΣC ñ DΣ is a 2-cell in C compatible with the comonad structures of C and D;

• σ : pA, τq ˝ pΣ, γq ñ pΣ, γq ˝ pB, θq is a 2-cell in CmdpC q which corresponds to a

Yang-Baxter-esque commutative hexagon;
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• σ : AΣ ñ ΣB is a 2-cell compatible with the monad structures of A and B.

The above data exactly defines a 1-cell

ppA, Bq, pC, θqq ppΣ,σq,γq // ppD, Aq, pD, τqq

in the 2-category CmdpMndpC qq. Comparing the 2-cells in a similar way shows that:

Lemma 2.2.7. There is a 2-isomorphism

MndpCmdpC qq – CmdpMndpC qq.

We represent the 1-cells of MixpC q hereafter as

pA, θ, B, Cq pΣ,σ,γq // pD, τ, A,Dq,

so our notation aligns with that of the category DistpC q.

2.2.3 Eilenberg-Moore constructions

Let A be a 0-cell in C . The identity 1-cell 1: AÑ A is part of a monad with multiplica-

tion and unit both given by 1. This defines an inclusion 2-functor I : C Ñ MndpC q.

Definition 2.2.8. We say that C admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads if the

inclusion 2-functor I has a right 2-adjoint J : MndpC q Ñ C .

If this 2-functor exists, its action on a morphism of monads pΣ, σq : pA, Bq Ñ pD, Aq

is denoted by Σσ : AB Ñ DA, and its action on a 2-cell α : pΣ, σq ñ pΣ1, σ1q is denoted

by α̃ : Σσ ñ Σ1σ
1 . The 2-adjunction part of the definition explicitly means that there are

2-natural isomorphisms

MndpC qppA, 1q, pD, Aqq – C
`

A,DA
˘

of hom-categories.

Let ν : 1 ñ JI and ξ : IJ ñ 1 denote the unit and counit of I % J , respectively. For

each monad pA, Bq the counit has a component pAB, 1q Ñ pA, Bq . This is a morphism
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of monads, and we denote it by pUB, κq, where κ : BUB ñ UB is a 2-cell in C such that

the diagrams

UB ηUB // BUB

κ

��
UB

BBUB Bκ //

µUB

��

BUB

κ

��
BUB

κ
// B

commute. The monad axioms tell us that pB, µq : pA, 1q Ñ pA, Bq is a morphism of

monads, and this corresponds under the 2-adjunction I % J to a 1-cell FB : A Ñ AB in

C , unique such that

pA, 1q pF
B ,1q//

pB,µq $$

pAB, 1q

pUB ,κq
��

pA, Bq

(2.2.1)

commutes in MndpC q. In particular this tells us that UBFB “ B and κFB “ µ. We have

that

pAB, 1q
pUBFUB , µUBq

,,

pUB , κq

22�� κ pA, Bq

is a 2-cell in MndpC q corresponding under the 2-adjunction to a 2-cell

AB
FBUB

**

1

44�� ε AB

in C , unique such that UBε “ κ. It turns out that η is the unit and ε is the counit of an

adjunction FB % UB; see [64, p. 152] for the full details of this construction.

As explained in Example 2.2.2, the adjunction FB % UB generates the monad B as

well a comonad FBUB : AB Ñ AB with counit ε and comultiplication FBηUB. We

write B̃ to denote this comonad.

Proposition 2.2.9. Let B “ 1 be the identity monad on A. Then FB : A Ñ AB is the

unit of I % J evaluated at A and is an isomorphism. Furthermore, B̃ “ 1.

Proof. By diagram 2.2.1, we have that UBFB “ 1 and κ “ 1. It follows that ε “ 1

since it is the unique 2-cell such that UBε “ 1. Hence B̃ “ FBUB “ 1 and FB, UB

are isomorphisms. By the triangle identities for I % J , Diagram 2.2.1 commutes for the

choice FB “ ν, so this must be the only choice by uniqueness.
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We henceforth identify JI with 1. If pΣ, σq : pA, 1q Ñ pD, Aq is an arbitrary mor-

phism of monads, then it corresponds to

A ν

–
// A1 Σσ // JpD, Aq

under the 2-adjunction, which we write as Σσ : AÑ DA. In a similar fashion, a morphism

of monads pΣ, σq : pA, Bq Ñ pD, 1q corresponds under the 2-adjunction to Σσ : AB Ñ D.

Proposition 2.2.10. If C admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads, then so too

does CmdpC q.

Proof. Since 2-functors preserve adjunctions, CmdpJq : CmdpMndpC qq Ñ CmdpC q is

a right 2-adjoint to CmdpIq. After composing with the isomorphism

MndpCmdpC qq – CmdpMndpC qq

of Lemma 2.2.7, the 2-functor CmdpIq becomes the inclusion 2-functor, and thus we have

constructed its right 2-adjoint, as required.

Since MixpC q “ MndpCmdpC qq, we have given a 2-functor MixpC q Ñ CmdpC q.

Diagramatically it is represented as

pA, θ, B, Cq

pΣ1,σ1,γ1q

��

pΣ,σ,γq

��

+3α

pAB, Cθq

pΣ1σ
1
,γ̃1q

��

pΣσ ,γ̃q

��

+3α̃ÞÝÑ

pD, ψ, A,Dq pDA, Dψq

where the notation γ̃ is explained as follows: by the Yang-Baxter equation, γ is a 2-cell

of monads

pA, Bq pC,θq //

pΣ,σq

��

pA, Bq
γ

rz
pΣ,σq

��
pD, Aq

pD,ψq
// pD, Aq

and applying J : MndpC q Ñ C to this square gives a 2-cell

AB Cθ //

Σσ

��

AB
γ̃

s{
Σσ

��
DA

Dψ
// DA
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Since J : MndpC q Ñ C is a 2-functor, it sends comonads to comonads. In this situation,

a mixed distributive law θ : BC ñ CB is sent to a comonad Cθ.

Using Proposition 2.2.10 we may freely replace C with CmdpC q in any statement

made about a 2-category C which admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads.

2.3 Lifting through adjunctions

Here we discuss distributive laws that are compatible in a specific way with adjunctions

that generate one of the involved comonads. We go on to explain, given a 2-category

C which admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads, how the comparison 1-cell

of [64] lifts to become a 1-cell between comonad distributive laws and that there is a

canonical 2-functor MixpC q Ñ DistpC q.

2.3.1 The lifting theorem

Let C be a 2-category. Consider squares in C of the form

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
z� C

��
D

V
// C

We obtain two 2-categories SqhpC q and SqvpC q by defining such squares to be 1-cells

and defining their composition by pasting horizontally and vertically respectively (really

these are the horizontal and vertical components of a double category SqpC q, see [72, Ob-

servation 76]). The 2-cells are pairs of 2-cells in C that satisfy the obvious compatibility

condition.

Proposition 2.3.1. To give a monad in SqvpC q is the same as to give a morphism of

monads in C .

Proof. A square

A Σ //

B
��

D
σ
z� A

��
A

Σ
// D
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is a monad in SqvpC q if and only if B,A are monads and

pA, Bq pΣ,σq // pD, Aq

is a morphism of monads.

Dually, to give a comonad in SqvpC q is the same as to give an opmorphism of comon-

ads in C .

Suppose that we have a square

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
z� C

��
D

V
// C

in C where Ω is an isomorphism, and U, V are both right adjoints

A K

F
++ B

U

kk , C K

G
++ D

V

jj

where η, ε denote the units and counits respectively of both adjunctions.

Definition 2.3.2. In the above situation, we say that C is an extension of S and S is a lift

of C through the adjunctions F % U and G % V .

Lemma 2.3.3. The square

B S //

U

��

D

V

��

Ω´1

{�

A
C

// C

is a right adjoint in SqvpC q.

Proof. The left adjoint is constructed as

A C //

F
��

C
G
��

Λ
z�

B
S
// D

where Λ is the uniquely determined mate [36] of Ω, that is, the composite

GC
GCη // GCUF GΩF // GV SF εSF // SF

The (co)unit for this adunction is given by taking the pair of (co)units for the adjunctions

F % U and G % V .
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The following theorem, which closely follows [47, Lemmata 6.1.1 and 6.1.4], con-

structs a canonical pair of distributive laws from Λ.

Theorem 2.3.4. The 2-cells

θ : V GC V Λ // V SF Ω´1F // CUF

and

χ : GV S GΩ´1
// GCU

ΛU // SFU

define a morphism of monads pC, θq : pA, UF q Ñ pC, V Gq and an opmorphism of comon-

ads pS, χq : pB, FUq Ñ pD, GV q respectively.

Proof. The adjunctions in Lemma 2.3.3 generate a monad and a comonad

A C //

UF
��

C
V G
��

θ
{�

A
C
// C

B S //

FU
��

D
GV
��

χ

{�

B
S
// D

respectively in SqvpC q. By Proposition 2.3.1 this is equivalent to the theorem.

In fact, θ, χ satisfy a universal property:

Proposition 2.3.5. In the setting of Theorem 2.3.4,

1. The 2-cell θ : V GC ñ CUF is unique such that the diagram

V GCU
θU //

V GΩ
��

CUFU
CUε // CU

Ω
��

V GV S
V εS

// V S

(2.3.1)

commutes.

2. The 2-cell χ : GV S ñ SFU is unique such that the diagram

CU
CηU //

Ω
��

CUFU

ΩFU
��

V S
V ηS

// V GV S
V χ
// V SFU

(2.3.2)

commutes.
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Proof. We prove part 1, and remark that the proof for part 2 is similar. Consider the

diagram

V GCU
V GCηU // V GCUFU

V GCUε

��

V GΩFU // V GUSFU

V GUSε

��

V εSFU // V SFU

V Sε

��

Ω´1FU // CUFU

CUε

��
V GCU V GCU

V GΩ
// V GV S

V εS
// V S

Ω´1
// CU

The first square commutes by a triangle identities for the adjunction G % V and the other

squares commute by compatibility of horizontal and vertical composition in C . Thus, the

outer diagram commutes, which means that diagram 2.3.1 commutes also.

Let θ : V GC ñ CUF be a 2-cell satisfying the hypothesis. Consider the diagram

V GC
θ1 //

V GCη

��

CUF

CUFη

��

CUF

V GCUF
θ1UF //

V GΩF

��

CUFUF
CUεF // CUF

ΩF

��
V GV SF

V εSF
// V SF

The leftmost square commutes by compatibility of composition in C , the rightmost square

commutes by a triangle identity for F % U and the lower rectangle commutes by assump-

tion. Thus, the outer rectangle commutes, which means exactly that θ1 “ θ.

Remark 2.3.6. The commutativity of diagrams 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 is equivalent to the state-

ment that

pB, 1q pU,Uεq //

pS,1q

��

pA, UF q

pC,θq

��

Ω

w�

pD, 1q
pV,V εq

// pC, V Gq

pB, FUq pU,ηUq //

pS,χq

��

pA, 1q

pC,1q

��

Ω

w�

pD, GV q
pV,ηV q

// pC, 1q

are 2-cells in MndpC q and CmdpC ˚q˚ respectively.

We now state an important corollary of Theorem 2.3.4. Since we use this extensively

later, we explicitly state the necessary terminology.
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Corollary 2.3.7. Suppose that we have a square

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

in a 2-category C where Ω is an isomorphism, and U is a right adjoint

A K

F
++ B.

U

kk

Let η be the unit, and let ε be the counit of this adjunction, and let Λ denote the 2-cell

FC
FCη // FCUF

FΩF // FUSF
εSF // SF.

Then:

1. The 2-cells

θ : UFC UΛ // USF
Ω´1F // CUF

and

χ : FUS FΩ´1
// FCU ΛU // SFU

define a morphism of monads pC, θq : pA, UF q Ñ pA, UF q and an opmorphism of

comonads pS, χq : pB, FUq Ñ pB, FUq respectively.

2. If C and S are themselves comonads, and pU,Ωq : pB, Sq Ñ pA, Cq is an opmor-

phism of comonads, then θ is a mixed distributive law and χ is a comonad distribu-

tive law.

Proof. Part 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.4, in the special case where the two

adjunctions are equal. If C, S are comonads and pU,Ωq is an opmorphism of comonads,

then there is an adjunction pF,Λq % pU,Ω´1q in CmdpC q. This adjunction generates a

monad and comonad, yielding the distributive laws θ, χ.

Definition 2.3.8. A comonad distributive law χ, or a mixed distributive law θ, as in Corol-

lary 2.3.7 is said to arise from the adjunction F % U .
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2.3.2 The extremal case

In this section, we examine what can be said about lifts when we start with a morphism

of monads, instead of the other way around. Suppose that C admits Eilenberg-Moore

constructions for monads, with 2-adjunction I % J . One extremal situation in which

specifying a morphism of monads uniquely determines a lift of a 1-cell is the following:

consider an arbitrary morphism of monads

pA, Bq pC,θq // pC, Eq.

By the remarks in Section 2.2.3, there are adjunctions

A K

FB
++ AB

UB

kk , C K

FE
++ CE

UE

kk

with unit, counit denoted by η, ε respectively where

pAB, 1q pUB ,UBεq // pA, Bq , pCE, 1q pUE ,UEεq // pC, Eq

are morphisms of monads given by evaluating the counit ξ : IJ ñ 1 at pA, Bq and pC, Eq

respectively.

Theorem 2.3.9. The 1-cell Cθ : AB Ñ CE is unique such that the diagram

pAB, 1q
pCθ,1q

��

pUB ,UBεq // pA, Bq
pC,θq

��
pCE, 1q

pUE ,UEεq
// pC, Eq

(2.3.3)

commutes in MndpC q.

Proof. By 2-naturality of ξ, the diagram

IJpA, Bq
IJpC,θq

��

ξ // pA, Bq
pC,θq

��
IJpC, Eq

ξ
// pC, Eq

commutes, which is identical to diagram 2.3.3. If H : AB Ñ CE is another such 1-cell

then the diagram

IJpA, Bq

IH
��

ξ // pA, Bq
pC,θq
��

IJpC, Eq
ξ
// pC, Eq
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commutes. The morphism obtained from going along the top of the diagram corresponds

to H under the 2-adjunction I % J , and the morphism along the bottom corresponds to

JpC, θq “ Cθ. Hence H “ Cθ.

Note that diagram 2.3.3 says exactly that the identity is a monad 2-cell. Therefore, by

Proposition 2.3.5 and Remark 2.3.6 (taking E “ V G and B “ UF ), we recover pC, θq as

the canonical morphism given by Theorem 2.3.4. We write θ̃ to denote the 2-cell

χ : ẼCθ
ñ CθB̃

from Theorem 2.3.4,

Example 2.3.10. We have a commutative diagram

AB UB //

B̃
��

A
B

��
AB

UB
// A

and thus, by Theorem 2.3.4, a morphism of monads pB, θq : pA, Bq Ñ pA, Bq defined by

θ : BB “ UFUF
UFUFη // UFUFUF

UεFUF // UFUF “ BB

However, UεF “ µ by diagram 2.2.1, so in fact θ “ τ from Example 2.2.4. Since both

B̃, Bτ fit into diagram 2.2.4, Theorem 2.3.9 tells us that B̃ “ Bτ as 1-cells.

Now let us specialise to the situation that C “ A, E “ B, and C is a comonad on A.

Suppose also that θ is a distributive law of comonads.

Proposition 2.3.11. The identity 2-cell

AB UB //

Cθ
��

A
1

z� C
��

AB
UB

// A

defines an opmorphism of comonads

pAB, Cθq
pUB ,1q // pA, Cq.
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Proof. There is a commutative diagram

pAB, 1q pUB ,UBεq //

pUB ,1q ((

pA, Bq
p1,ηq

��
pA, 1q

in MndpC q. The top 1-cell is the counit of I % J , so applying J maps it to the iden-

tity. Therefore 1η “ UB : AB Ñ A. The result now follows by applying the 2-functor

MixpC q Ñ CmdpC q of Proposition 2.2.10 to the 1-cell

pA, θ, B, Cq p1,η,1q // pA, 1, 1, Cq

in MixpC q.

Now we are in the situation of Corollary 2.3.7 (taking B “ UBFB “ UF ), and from

that we recover the fact that θ, χ are distributive laws.

2.3.3 The comparison 1-cell

Let C be a 2-category which admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads, with

2-adjunction I % J , and let

A K

F
++ B

U

kk

be an adjunction therein, which generates a monad B “ UF on A as well as a comonad

T “ FU on B. Let ε denote the counit T Ñ 1. There is a morphism of monads

pB, 1q pU,Uεq // pA, Bq

which is mapped by the right adjoint J : MndpC q Ñ C to a 1-cell

B1 “ B UUε // AB.

Equivalently, we can view this as the 1-cell corresponding to the morphism of monads

pU,Uεq under the 2-adjunction.

Definition 2.3.12. We callUUε the comparison 1-cell associated to the adjunction F % U .
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Lemma 2.3.13. We have that

pB, T q pUUε,1q // pAB, B̃q

is an opmorphism of comonads.

Proof. There are two commutative squares

pB, 1q pU,1q //

pU,Uεq

��

pA, 1q

pA, Bq
p1,ηq

// pA, 1q

pB, 1q pU,Uεq //

pT,1q

��

pA, Bq
pB,τq

��
pB, 1q

pU,Uεq
// pA, Bq

in MndpC q, mapped to the two diagrams

B U //

UUε

��

A

AB
UB

// A

B UUε //

T

��

AB

B̃
��

B
UUε

// AB

in C . Applying Theorem 2.3.4 to the right-hand square yields an opmorphism of comon-

ads pUUε, χq : pB, T q Ñ pAB, B̃q. Using the left-hand square, we see that

U
ηU // UT

UBUUε

ηUBUUε
// B̃UBUUε UT

commutes, so by part 2 of Proposition 2.3.5, χ “ 1, proving the Lemma.

Now, consider a square

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

where pU,Ωq : pB, Sq Ñ pA, Cq is an iso-opmorphism of comonads, so that we are in the

context of Definition 2.3.2. By Remark 2.3.6,

pB, 1q pU,Uεq //

pS,1q

��

pA, Bq

pC,θq

��

Ω

x�

pB, 1q
pU,Uεq

// pA, Bq
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is a monad 2-cell, giving rise to a 2-cell

B UUε //

S

��

AB

Cθ

��
Ω̃

z�

B
UUε

// AB

and thus giving an opmorphism of comonads

pB, Sq pUUε,Ω̃q // pAB, Cθq

or equivalently, a morphism of comonads

pB, Sq pUUε,Ω̃´1q // pAB, Cθq.

Remark 2.3.14. The morphism of comonads pUUε, Ω̃´1q is the comparison 1-cell associ-

ated to the adjunction

pA, Cq K

pF,Λq
--
pB, Sq

pU,Ω´1q

mm

in CmdpC q, where Λ denotes the mate of Ω.

Theorem 2.3.15. Let θ, χ be the distributive laws given by Corollary 2.3.7. Then

pB, χ, T, Sq pUUε,1,Ω̃´1q // pAB, θ̃, B̃, Cθq

is a 1-cell in DistpC q.

Proof. By the above remarks, pUUε, Ω̃´1q is a morphism of comonads, and pUUε, 1q is

an opmorphism of comonads by Lemma 2.3.13. Therefore, we need only check that

the Yang-Baxter equation holds to prove the Theorem. By definition of θ, χ there is a

commutative diagram

BUS BΩ´1
// BCU θU // CBU

UTS
Uχ
// UST

Ω´1T
// CUT
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in C . Therefore, in MndpC q, the compositions of all the monad 2-cells in the diagrams

pB, 1q

pT,1q

��

pS,1q // pB, 1q

pT,1q

��

χ

x�

pU,Uεq // pA, Bq

pB,τq

��

1

w�

pB, 1q pS,1q //

pUUεq

++

pB, 1q

Ω´1

��

pU,Uεq // pA, Bq

pA, Bq
pC,θq

HH

pB, 1q

Ω´1

�&

pU,Uεq // pA, Bq

θ

�'

pB,τq // pA, Bq

pB, 1q

pS,1q

OO

pU,Uεq //

pT,1q

++

pA, Bq

pC,θq

OO

1

��

pB,τq // pA, Bq

pC,θq

OO

pB, 1q
pU,Uεq

HH

are the same. Applying J to each composition gives the diagram

B̃UUεS
B̃Ω̃´1

// B̃CθUUε θ̃UUε // CθB̃UUε

UUεTS
UUεχ // UUεST

Ω̃´1T // CθUUεT

which is the Yang-Baxter equation.

2.3.4 From mixed to comonad distributive laws

Finally, we explain how one can functorially assign a comonad distributive law to a mixed

one. Let C be a 2-category which admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads. We

begin by making a small observation. Let

pA, Bq pΣ,σq // pD, Aq
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be a morphism of monads. Then

pA, Bq pΣ,σq //

pB,τq

��

pD, Aq

pA,τq

��

σ

w�

pA, Bq
pΣ,σq

// pD, Aq

is a monad 2-cell, which is mapped by J : MndpC q Ñ C to a 2-cell

AB Σσ //

B̃
��

DA

Ã
��

σ̃

y�

AB
Σσ
// DA

Using this notation, we can now state the following Proposition. We omit the proof, which

can be found in [64, p. 160].

Proposition 2.3.16. There is a 2-functor J : MndpC q Ñ CmdpC ˚q˚ defined by

pA, Bq

pΣ1,σ1q

��

pΣ,σq

��

+3α

pAB, B̃q

pΣ1σ
1
,σ̃1q

��

pΣσ ,σ̃q

��

+3α̃ÞÝÑ

pD, Aq pDA, Ãq

By applying Proposition 2.3.16 to the 2-category CmdpC q, we obtain the following:

Corollary 2.3.17. The assignment

pA, θ, B, Cq

pΣ1,σ1,γ1q

��

pΣ,σ,γq

��

+3α

pAB, θ̃, B̃, Cθq

pΣ1σ
1
,σ̃1,γ̃1q

��

pΣσ ,σ̃,γ̃q

��

+3α̃ÞÝÑ

pD, ψ, A,Dq pDA, ψ̃, Ã, D̃q

defines a 2-functor MixpC q Ñ DistpC q.

Thus the image under this 2-functor of a general 1-cell θ Ñ ψ of mixed distribu-

tive laws can be composed with the 1-cell given by the comparison functor of Proposi-

tion 2.3.15 to give a new 1-cell χÑ ψ̃.
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2.4 Eilenberg-Moore constructions in Cat

We begin by explicitly describing the general 2-categorical constructions involving mon-

ads from the preceding sections, and discussing the dual versions of several of these.

2.4.1 Eilenberg-Moore categories

Let B be a monad on a category A.

Definition 2.4.1. The Eilenberg-Moore category of the monad B, denoted AB, is the

category whose objects are pairs pX, βq, called B-algebras, where X is an object of A

and β : BX Ñ X is a morphism satisfying associativity and unitality axioms, that is, the

diagrams

BBX
µX //

Bβ

��

BX

β

��
BX

β
// X

X
ηX // BX

β

��
X

commute. The morphisms f : pX, βq Ñ pX 1, β1q, called B-algebra morphisms, are mor-

phisms f : X Ñ Y in A which are compatible with the algebra structures, that is, the

diagram

BX
Bf //

β

��

BX 1

β1

��
X

f
// X 1

commutes.

Let pΣ, σq : pA, Bq Ñ pD, Aq be a morphism of monads. The functor Σ: AÑ D lifts

to a functor Σσ : AB Ñ DA, defined on objects by

Σσ
pX, βq “ pΣX, AΣX

σX // ΣBX
Σβ // ΣX q

and defined on morphisms by Σσf “ Σf . Also, any monad 2-cell α : pΣ, σq ñ pΣ1, σ1q

lifts in an obvious way to give a natural transformation α̃ : Σσ ñ Σ1σ
1 . It is straightfor-

ward to check that these assignments define a 2-functor J : MndpCatq Ñ Cat, exhibit-

ing Cat as a 2-category which admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads (cf.

Section 2.2.3).
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The canonical adjunction

A K

FB
++ AB

UB

kk

is defined as follows. UB is the obvious forgetful functor, and FB sends an object X to

the free B-algebra pBX,µXq, while acting as B on morphisms. Thus the comonad B̃

generated by this adjunction sends a B-algebra pX, βq to the free B-algebra on X .

In fact, Cat˚ also admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads; but of course, a

monad in Cat˚ is nothing more than a comonad in Cat. The construction is obtained by

dualising the monad case above. In particular:

Definition 2.4.2. Let T be a comonad on a category B. A T -coalgebra is a pair pM,∇q

where M is an object of B, and ∇ : M ñ TM is a natural transformation which satisfies

coassociativity and counitality axioms, that is the diagrams

X
∇ //

∇
��

TX

δX
��

TX
∇
// TTX

X
∇ // TX

εX
��
X

commute.

These, along with the obvious notion of coalgebra morphism, constitute the Eilenberg-

Moore category of the comonad T , denoted BT .

2.4.2 Algebra structures on functors

For a fixed category A, there are 2-functors

rA,´s : CatÑ Cat

r´,As : Cat˚ Ñ Cat

where rY ,As :“ CatpY ,Aq is the category of functors Y Ñ A (cf. Example 2.1.4). In

particular, these both map monads to monads and comonads to comonads.

Let B be a monad on A, and let X : Y Ñ A be a functor.

Definition 2.4.3. We say that a natural transformation β : BX ñ X is aB-algebra struc-

ture on X if pX, βq is a rY ,As-algebra, i.e. an object of the Eilenberg-Moore category

rY ,AsrY,Bs. We also say that pX,Y , βq is a B-algebra.
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So, this definition is basically the same as Definition 2.4.1 except the object X be-

comes a functor, and the structure morphism β becomes a natural transformation. Both

definitions are actually equivalent: we recover 2.4.1 from 2.4.3 by choosing Y to be the

terminal category 1. Thinking of algebras as functors is advantageous, however, since it

allows us to dualise in the right way:

Definition 2.4.4. Let Y : A Ñ Z be a functor. We say that a natural transformation

ω : Y B ñ Y is a B-opalgebra structure on Y if pY, ωq is a rB,Zs-algebra, i.e. an object

of the Eilenberg-Moore category rA,ZsrB,Zs. We also say that pY,Z, ωq is aB-opalgebra.

Explicitly, there are commutative diagrams

Y BB
Y µ //

ωB
��

Y B

ω

��
Y B ω

// B

Y
Y η // Y B

ω

��
Y

Of course, we can dualise in a different way to obtain the notion of coalgebra and

opcoalgebra structures on functors.

2.4.3 Kleisli categories

The 2-category Cat˚ also admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads. We now

describe the 0-cell part of the 2-functor MndpCat˚q Ñ Cat˚. Let B be a monad on a

category A.

Definition 2.4.5. The Kleisli category of the monadB, denotedAB, is the category whose

objects are precisely those ofA, and whose morphismsX Ñ Y are morphismsX Ñ BY

in A. The composite of

X
f // Y , Y

g // Z

in AB is given by the composite

X
f // TY

Tg // TTZ
µZ // TZ

in A. The identity morphism X Ñ X in AB is given by ηX : X Ñ BX in A.

We also have that Cat˚˚ admits Eilenberg-Moore constructions for monads, giving rise

to the dual notion of the Kleisli category BT for a comonad T on a category B, defined in

a similar way.
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2.4.4 The comparison functor

Let

A K

F
++ B

U

kk

be an adjunction between categories A,B. From Section 2.4.1, the comparison functor

UUε : B Ñ AB is defined on objects by

UUεM “ pUM, BUM “ UFUM
UεM // UM q.



Chapter 3

Distributive laws and their coalgebras

Now we concentrate on the theory of distributive laws in the 2-category C “ Cat. In-

spired by [1, 55], in Section 3.1 we focus on a special case of Corollary 2.3.7, and how

different instances thereof are related by a Galois map (Definition 3.1.3). In Section 3.2

we study χ-coalgebras [7, 34] for a distributive law χ of comonads, and view these as

coefficient modules of the cyclic homology theories which appear later. We conclude this

chapter in Section 3.3 by studying some simple examples in the category of sets.

Hereafter we are concerned with distributive laws only in Cat, and so we write Dist

in place of DistpCatq, and Mix in place of MixpCatq.

The work in this chapter is original. Sections 3.1 (inspired by [1, 55]) and 3.2 are

based on [42] and [40, §2–3].

3.1 The Galois map

Corollary 2.3.7 yields comonad distributive laws from lifts through an adjunction, and

different lifts produce different distributive laws. Here we describe how these are related

in terms of suitable generalisations of the Galois map from the theory of Hopf algebras

(see Section 6.3.2 below for the example motivating the terminology).

Suppose that

A
F

++
K B
U

kk

is an adjunction between categories A,B which generates a monad B “ UF on A and a

comonad T “ FU on B.

39
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3.1.1 Main application of the lifting theorem

Suppose furthermore that S is a lift of an endofunctor C through a single adjunction as in

Definition 2.3.2, i.e. we have a square

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

where Ω is a natural isomorphism. By Corollary 2.3.7, we have two natural transforma-

tions

θ : BC “ UFC
UFCη // UFCUF

UFΩF // UFUSF
UεSF // USF

Ω´1F // CUF “ CB

and

χ : TS “ FUS
FΩ´1

// FCU
FCηU // FCUFU

FΩFU // FUSFU
εSFU // SFU “ ST

such that pC, θq is an morphism of monads, and pS, χq is an opmorphism of comonads.

Example 3.1.1. A trivial example which nevertheless plays a rôle below is the case where

C “ B, S “ T , and Ω “ 1 (cf. Example 2.3.10). In this case, θ and χ are given by

BB “ UFUF
UεF // UF

UFη // UFUF “ BB

TT “ FUFU
εFU // FU

FηU // FUFU “ TT

respectively.

Functors do not necessarily lift nor extend through an adjunction (for example, the

functor on Set which assigns the empty set to each set does not lift to the category of

vector spaces over a given field), and if they do, they may not do so uniquely. Theo-

rem 2.3.4 says only that once a lift or extension is chosen, there is a unique compatible

pair of natural transformations θ and χ.

Recall from Corollary 2.3.7 that if pU,Ωq is an opmorphism of comonads, then θ and

χ are distributive laws, in which case we say that they arise from the adjunction F % U

cf. Definition 2.3.8.

Proposition 3.1.2. Every mixed distributive law, and every comonad distributive law,

arises from an adjunction.
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Proof. The statement for mixed distributive laws follows from Proposition 2.3.11 and the

following comments. The statement for comonad distributive laws is proved dually: take

A to be the Kleisli category BT in which case a comonad distributive law χ : TS ñ ST

yields an extension C of a functor S.

Recall that there is a 2-functor Mix Ñ Dist as in Corollary 2.3.17. It is those

distributive laws in the image of this 2-functor that are the main ones of interest in later

chapters. Analogously, we obtain a 2-functor Dist Ñ Mix by taking extensions to

Kleisli categories.

3.1.2 Generalising the Galois map

Suppose that in addition to S, we have another lift W : B Ñ B of the endofunctor C

through the adjunction F % U . This means that we have two squares

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

B U //

W
��

A
Φ
{� C

��
B

U
// A

where Ω: CU ñ US and Φ: CU ñ UW are natural isomorphisms. For any object X in

A and any object Y in B, consider the diagram

BpFX, SY q
–

��

// BpFX,WY q

ApX,USY q // ApX,UWY q

–

OO

where the vertical maps are induced by the adjunction F % U , and the lower map is

induced by the composition

USY
Ω´1
Y // CUY

ΦY // UWY.

The dashed arrow defines one component of a natural isomorphism

ΓS,W : BpF´, S´q ñ BpF´,W´q

of functors A˚ ˆ B Ñ Set.

Definition 3.1.3. We call the natural isomorphism ΓS,W the Galois map.
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The following properties are easy consequences of the definition:

Proposition 3.1.4. Let S and W be two lifts of an endofunctor C through an adjunction

F % U . Then:

1. The inverse of ΓS,W is given by ΓW,S .

2. The natural transformation ΓS,W maps a morphism f : FX Ñ SY to

FX
FηX // FUFX

FUf // FUSY
F pΦY ˝Ω

´1
Y q
// FUWY

εWY //WY.

3. If χS and χW denote the natural transformations determined by the two lifts, then

the composite

BpFUS, SFUq ΓS,W

–
// BpFUS,WFUq

–
// BpFUW,WFUq

maps χS to χW , where the right-hand isomorphism is induced by the composite

Ω ˝ Φ´1 : UW ñ US.

So, in the applications of Corollary 2.3.7, all distributive laws obtained from different

lifts S,W of a given comonad through an adjunction are obtained from each other by

application of ΓS,W .

In particular, consider the situation of Example 3.1.1, where we have a lift of B itself

through an adjunction, that is, a commutative square:

B U //

T
��

A
B
��

B
U
// A

LetW be any other lift ofB through the adjunction. By takingX to beUY for an object Y

of B, one obtains a natural transformation ΓT,W : BpT´, T´q Ñ BpT´,W´q that we can

evaluate on 1: TY Ñ TY , which produces a natural transformation ΓT,Vp1q : T ñ W .

Adapting [54, Definition 1.3], we define:

Definition 3.1.5. We say that F is W -Galois if

ΓT,W p1q : T “ FU
FηU // FUFU “ FUT

FΦ // FUW
εW //W

is an isomorphism.
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The following proposition provides the connection to Hopf algebra theory:

Proposition 3.1.6. If F is W -Galois and θ : BB ñ BB is the natural transformation

arising from the lift W of B, then the natural transformation

β : BB
BηB // BBB θB // BBB

Bµ // BB

is an isomorphism.

Proof. If F is W -Galois, then UΓT,W p1qF is an isomorphism

UTF “ UFUF
UFηUF // UFUFUF “ UFUTF UFΦF // UFUWF UεWF // UWF.

Let now χ : TW ñ WT be the natural transformation corresponding to θ as in Theo-

rem 2.3.4 and Corollary 2.3.7. Inserting εW “ pWεq ˝ χ and Uχ ˝ UFΦ “ ΦFU ˝ θU

and B “ UF , the isomorphism becomes

UTF “ BB
BηB // BBB

θB // BBB “ BUFUF
ΦFUF // UWFUF

UWεF // UWF

Finally, we have by construction UεF “ µ, and using the naturality of Φ this gives

UWεF ˝ ΦFUF “ ΦF ˝ BUεF . Composing the above isomorphism with Φ´1F gives

β.

It is this associated map β that is used to distinguish Hopf algebras amongst bialgebras,

see Section 6.3.2 below.

3.2 Coalgebras for distributive laws

We now discuss χ-coalgebras, which serve as coefficient modules in the constructions of

Chapter 4. Let χ : TS ñ ST be a distributive law of comonads on a category B.

3.2.1 Coalgebras for distributive laws

Definition 3.2.1. A χ-coalgebra pM,ρq consists of an object M in B, together with a

morphism ρ : TM Ñ SM in B such that the following two diagrams commute:

TM ∆M //

ρ

��

TTM
Tρ // TSM

χM

��
SM

∆M
// SSM STM

Sρ
oo

TM
εM

||
ρ

��
M SM

εM
oo
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Remark 3.2.2. The distributive law χ is a comonad in the 2-category CmdpCatq, but a

χ-coalgebra is not a coalgebra for this comonad. Rather, the composite TS becomes a

comonad with comultiplication and counit given by

TS δδ // TTSS
TχS // TSTS, TS εε // 1

respectively [4]. There is a morphism of comonads

pB, TSq p1,T εq // pB, T q

which induces a forgetful functor BTS Ñ BT . The χ-coalgebra structures ρ on an ob-

ject M are equivalent to those TS-coalgebra structures on TM whose image under this

forgetful functor is cofree, see e.g. [7, Prop. 1.9].

For a fixed category Y , the 2-functor Cmd: 2-Cat Ñ 2-Cat maps the 2-functor

rY ,´s : Cat Ñ Cat to the 2-functor CmdprY ,´sq : CmdpCatq Ñ CmdpCatq. This

sends comonads to comonads, i.e. it sends distributive laws to distributive laws. Therefore,

rY , χs : rY , T s ˝ rY , Ss ñ rY , Ss ˝ rY , T s

is a distributive law of comonads. Similarly, for a fixed category Z ,

rχ,Zs : rT,Zs ˝ rS,Zs ñ rS,Zs ˝ rT,Zs

is a distributive law of comonads. With this in mind:

Definition 3.2.3. A χ-coalgebra structure on a functor M : Y Ñ B is a natural transfor-

mation ρ : TM ñ SM such that pM,ρq is a rY , χs-coalgebra in rY ,Bs.

So, in a similar way to Section 2.4.2, it does not really matter whether we talk about

χ-coalgebras as objects or as functors since we may choose Y “ 1 to recover Defini-

tion 3.2.1.

Dually, we have:

Definition 3.2.4. A χ-opcoalgebra structure on a functor N : B Ñ Z is a natural trans-

formation λ : NS ñ NT such that pN, λq is a rχ,Zs-coalgebra in rB,Zs. Explicitly, the

two diagrams

NS
Nδ //

λ
��

NSS
λS // NTS

Nχ

��
NT

Nδ
// NTT NST

λT
oo

NS

λ
��

Nε

}}
N NT

Nε
oo

commute.
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Remark 3.2.5. Dualising Remark 3.2.2 appropriately, the χ-opcoalgebra structures λ on

N correspond to TS-opcoalgebra structures on NS whose underlying S-opcoalgebra is

opcofree.

Now suppose we are in the comonad setting of Section 3.1.1, so we have an adjunction

F % U and a square

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

where pU,Ωq is an iso-opmorphism of comonads. Via Corollary 2.3.7, the square gives

rise to a distributive law χ : TS ñ ST . The following characterises χ-coalgebras in this

case.

Proposition 3.2.6. Let M : Y Ñ B be a functor.

1. Coalgebra structures for χ on M correspond to C-coalgebra structures ∇ on the

functor UM : Y Ñ A.

2. Let S andW be two lifts of the functorC through the adjunction, and let χS and χW

denote the comonad distributive laws determined by the lifts S and W respectively.

Then the composite ΓS,W maps χS-coalgebra structures ρS onM bijectively to χW -

coalgebra structures ρW on M .

Proof. For part (1), χ-coalgebra structures ρ : FUM ñ SM are mapped under the ad-

junction to ∇ : UM ñ USM – CUM . Part (2) follows immediately since ΓS,W is the

composition of the adjunction isomorphisms and Φ ˝ Ω´1.

Dually, given an adjunction V % G for the comonad S and an extension Q of the

comonad T through the adjunction, χ-opcoalgebra structures on N : B Ñ Z correspond

in complete analogy to Q-opcoalgebra structures on NV .

3.2.2 Twisting by 1-cells

Here we show how factorisations of distributive laws as considered in [42] can be used to

obtain new χ-coalgebras from old ones.
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Generalising the notion of a module over a monoidal category, we make the following

definition:

Definition 3.2.7. Let C be a 2-category. A left C -module M consists of a category

M pAq for each 0-cell A in C and functors �A,B : C pA,Bq ˆM pAq Ñ M pBq, called

left actions, such that the diagrams

C pB, Cq ˆ C pA,Bq ˆM pAq
1ˆ�A,B //

˝ˆ1
��

C pB, Cq ˆM pBq
�B,C
��

C pA, Cq ˆM pAq
�A,C

//M pCq

and

M pAq uˆ1 // C pA,Aq ˆM pAq
�A,A
��

M pAq

commute in Cat, for all 0-cells A,B, C in C .

Hereafter, we omit the subscripts from the action functors.

Remark 3.2.8. The functors

� : C pA,Bq ˆM pAq Ñ M pBq

correspond under the closed symmetric monoidal structure of Cat to functors

C pA,Bq Ñ rM pAq,M pBqs

and thus, a left C -module is nothing more than a 2-functor M : C Ñ Cat.

Dually, one defines a right C -module N , with right actions

� : N pBq ˆ C pA,Bq Ñ N pAq

which can alternatively be viewed as 2-functor N : C ˚ Ñ Cat.

For each distributive law χ : TS ñ ST of comonads in a category B, we define

a category Rpχq as follows. The objects are χ-coalgebras pM,Y , ρq, i.e. χ-coalgebra

structures on functors Y Ñ B where Y is allowed to vary. The morphisms

pM,Y , ρq pF,ϕq // pM 1,Y 1, ρ1q
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consist of a functor F : Y Ñ Y 1 and a natural transformation ϕ : M ñM 1F such that the

diagram

TM
Tϕ //

ρ

��

TM 1F

ρ1F
��

SM
Sϕ
// SM 1F

commutes.

Recall that Dist denotes the 2-category CmdpCmdpCatq˚q˚ of comonad distributive

laws in Cat, cf. Section 2.2.6

Theorem 3.2.9. The categories Rpχq define a left Dist-module.

Proof. We define the action � : Distpχ, τq ˆRpχq Ñ Rpτq as follows. For a 1-cell

pB, χ, T, Sq pΣ,σ,γq // pD, τ, G,Cq

in Dist, we define

pΣ, σ, γq� pM,Y , ρq “ pΣM,Y , γM ˝ Σρ ˝ σMq

and on morphisms we define α � pϕ, F q to be the pair pαϕ, F q. First we check that this

assignment is a well-defined functor. Consider the diagram

GΣM

σM
��

δΣM // GGΣM GσM // GΣTM

σTM
��

GΣρ // GΣSM

σSM
��

GγM // GCΣM

τΣM
��

ΣTM

Σρ

��

ΣδM
// ΣTTM

ΣTρ
// ΣTSM

ΣχM

��

CGΣM

CσM
��

ΣSTM
γTM //

ΣSρ

��

CΣTM

CΣρ

��
ΣSM

γM

��

ΣδM
// ΣSSM

γSM
// CΣSM

CγM

��
CΣM

δΣM
// CCΣM

The top-left and bottom rectangles commute because σ, γ are compatible with comulti-

plication, the middle-left rectangle commutes because M is a χ-coalgebra, the top-right

diagram commutes by the Yang-Baxter condition, and the remaining squares commute by

naturality of σ, γ. Therefore the outer rectangle commutes.
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Consider the triangle

GΣM

εΣM

))

σM // ΣTM

ΣεM

##

Σρ // ΣSM

ΣεM

{{

γM // CΣM

εΣM

uu
ΣM

The middle triangle commutes because M is a χ-coalgebra, and the other two inner tri-

angles commute by the compatibility of σ, γ with the counit. Therefore the outer triangle

commutes. This shows that � is well-defined on objects.

Let pϕ, F q : pM,Y , ρq Ñ pM 1,Y 1, ρ1q be a morphism of χ-coalgebras, and let α be a

2-cell pΣ, σ, γq ñ pΣ1, σ1, γ1q of distributive laws. Consider the diagram

GΣM

σM

��

GαM // GΣ1M

σ1M

��

GΣ1ϕ // GΣ1M 1F

σ1M 1F

��
ΣTM

Σρ

��

αTM // Σ1TM

Σ1ρ

��

Σ1Tϕ // Σ1TM 1F

Σ1ρ1F

��
ΣSM

αSM
// Σ1SM

Σ1Sϕ
// Σ1SM 1F

The top-left square commutes since α is a 2-cell, the top-right square commutes by nat-

urality of σ, the bottom-left square commutes by naturality of α, and the bottom-right

square commutes since pϕ, F q is a χ-coalgebra morphism. Thus the outer triangle com-

mutes, which shows that α� pϕ, F q is a χ-coalgebra morphism.

It is clear that � respects identities and composition of morphisms (because the ver-

tical and horizontal compositions of natural transformations are compatible with each

other), so � is well-defined on morphisms. It is also routine to check that � satisfies the

required axioms of Definition 3.2.7, thus proving the Theorem.

The axioms of Definition 3.2.7 tell us immediately:

Corollary 3.2.10. For a fixed distributive law χ, the category Rpχq of χ-coalgebras is a

strict left module category for the strict monoidal category Distpχ, χq.

This is the main result of [42]. Dually, one can construct the category L pχq of χ-

opcoalgebras, and show that L is a right Dist-module, and that L pχq is a strict right

module category for Distpχ, χq.
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In summary, we have shown that for a 1-cell of distributive laws

pB, χ, T, Sq pΣ,σ,γq // pD, τ, G,Cq

we can canonically twist any χ-coalgebra and any τ -opcoalgebra

p Y M // B , TM ρ +3 SM q, p D N // Z , NC
λ +3 NG q

by pΣ, σ, γq to yield a τ -coalgebra

p Y M // B Σ // D , GΣM σM // ΣTM
Σρ // ΣSM

γM // CΣM q

and a χ-opcoalgebra

p B Σ // D N // Z , NΣS
Nγ // NCΣ λΣ // NGΣ Nσ // NΣT q.

This will be applied in Section 4.3.5 below in the context of duplicial functors.

3.2.3 From coalgebras for comonads to those for distributive laws

In the remainder of this section, we discuss a class of coefficient objects that lead to con-

tractible simplicial objects; see Proposition 4.3.12 below. In the Hopf algebroid setting,

these are the Hopf (or entwined) modules as studied in [1, 12].

Note first that T -coalgebras can be equivalently viewed as 1-cells from the trivial dis-

tributive law, and dually, T -opcoalgebras correspond to 1-cells to the trivial distributive

law:

Proposition 3.2.11. Let χ : TS ñ ST be a comonad distributive law. Then:

1. Any S-coalgebra pM,Y ,∇Sq defines a 1-cell

pY , 1, 1, 1q pM,εM,∇Sq // pB, χ, T, Sq

in Dist, and all 1-cells 1 Ñ χ are of this form.

2. Any T -opcoalgebra pN,Z,∇T q defines a 1-cell

pB, χ, T, Sq pN,∇T ,Nεq // pZ, 1, 1, 1q.

in Dist, and all 1-cells χÑ 1 are of this form.
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Furthermore, these 1-cells can also be viewed as χ-coalgebras:

Proposition 3.2.12. Let χ : TS ñ ST be a comonad distributive law. Then:

1. Any S-coalgebra pM,Y ,∇Sq defines a χ-coalgebra pM,Y , ε∇Sq.

2. Any T -opcoalgebra pN,Z,∇T q defines a χ-opcoalgebra pN,Z,∇T εSq.

Note, however, that there is no known way to associate a 1-cell in Dist to an arbitrary

χ-(op)coalgebra.

3.2.4 Entwined algebras

Finally, we describe how χ-coalgebras as in Proposition 3.2.12 are in some sense lifts of

entwined (also called mixed) algebras; throughout, θ : BC ñ CB is a mixed distributive

law between a monad B and a comonad C on a category A.

Definition 3.2.13. Let M be an object in A equipped with both a B-algebra structure

β : BM Ñ M and a C-coalgebra structure ∇ : M Ñ CM . We say that the pM,β,∇q is

an entwined algebra with respect to θ, or a θ-entwined algebra, if the diagram

BM

B∇
��

β //M
∇ // CM

BCM
θM

// CBM

Cβ

OO

(3.2.1)

commutes.

As before, we have a version for functors:

Definition 3.2.14. A functor M : Y Ñ A has the structure of a θ-entwined algebra if M

is a rY , θs-entwined algebra.

Once again by choosing Y “ 1 we see that these two definitions are equivalent.

Without loss of generality, we consider entwined algebras as objects in A. With the

obvious notion of morphism (given by natural transformations compatible with∇ and β),

entwined algebras form a category; this is evidently isomorphic to the category pABqCθ

of Cθ-coalgebras in AB. Dually we define an entwined opalgebra structure on a functor

N : AÑ Z for a distributive law CB ñ BC.
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Suppose again that we are in the comonad setting of Section 3.1.1, so we have an

adjunction F % U and a square

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

where pU,Ωq is an iso-opmorphism of comonads, giving rise to distributive laws

χ : TS ñ ST, θ : BC ñ CB

via Corollary 2.3.7. The following proposition explains the relation between θ-entwined

algebras and χ-coalgebras:

Proposition 3.2.15. Let M : Y Ñ B be a functor and let ∇ : M ñ SM be a natural

transformation.

1. If∇ is an S-coalgebra structure, then the structure morphisms

BUM “ UFUM UεM // UM , UM U∇ // USM Ω´1
// CUM

turn UM into an entwined algebra with respect to θ.

2. If B “ AB, then the converse of (1) holds.

Proof. By the remarks in Section 2.3.3, the comparison functor UUε : B Ñ AB is part of

a morphism of comonads

pB, Sq pUUε,Ω̃´1q // pAB, Cθq

thus inducing a lifting

BS

��

pUUεqΩ̃
´1

// pABqCθ

��
B

UUε
// AB

where the undecorated arrows denote the appropriate forgetful functors. The object map

of the functor in the top row of this diagram is the construction in part (1). If B “ AB,

then UUε “ 1, Ω “ 1 and S “ Cθ, so the top functor in the diagram is just the identity,

implying part (2).
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Dually, entwined opalgebra structures on a B-opalgebra pN,Z, ωq are related to χ-

opcoalgebras if the codomain Z of N is a category with coequalisers. First, we define a

functor NB : AB Ñ Z that takes a B-algebra morphism f : pX,αq Ñ pY, βq to NBpfq

defined using coequalisers:

NBX

NBf

��

ωX //

Nα
// NX

Nf

��

qpX,αq // // NBpX,αq

NBpfq

��
NBY

ωY //

Nβ
// NY qpY,βq

// // NBpY, βq

Thus NB generalises the functor ´bBN defined by a left module N over a ring B on the

category of right B-modules.

Suppose that θ is invertible, and that N admits the structure of an entwined θ´1-

opalgebra, with coalgebra structure∇ : N ñ CN . There are two commutative diagrams:

NBX

∇BX
��

ωX // NX

∇X

��

NCBX

Nθ´1
X
��

NBCX ωCX
// NCX

NBX

∇BX
��

Nα // NX

∇X

��

NCBX

Nθ´1
X
��

NBCX
NθX

// NCBX
NCα

// NCX

Hence, using coequalisers, ∇ extends to a natural transformation ∇̃ : NB ñ NBC
θ, and

in fact it gives NB the structure of a Cθ-opcoalgebra. Since θ̃´1 : CθB̃ ñ B̃Cθ is a

comonad distributive law on AB, Proposition 3.2.12 gives examples of homologically

trivial θ̃´1-opcoalgebras of the form pNB,Z, ∇̃εq.

3.3 Examples in Set

Our main examples of distributive laws and their coalgebras are homological in flavour,

and come later in Chapter 6. Here, however, we give some simple concrete examples in

Set to illustrate the concepts of the current chapter.

3.3.1 Monads and comonads

Example 3.3.1. Let C be a set. This has a unique coalgebra structure with respect to Set

with the monoidal product given by the Cartesian product ˆ. Thus, the functor C ˆ ´
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becomes a comonad on Set with counit and comultiplication given by

C ˆX
ε // X

pc, xq � // x

C ˆX
δ // C ˆ C ˆX

pc, xq � // pc, c, xq

Example 3.3.2. Assigning to a set X its powerset P pXq forms a monad P on Set, where

the unit and multiplication are given by

X
η // P pXq

x � // txu

P pP pXqq
µ // P pXq

A � //
Ť

A

Example 3.3.3. The functor L : SetÑ Set, defined on objects by the disjoint union

LpXq :“
ğ

ně0

Xn

is part of a monad. We view LpXq as the set of lists (including the empty list) of elements

in X , and we denote these lists with square brackets as is common in computer science,

for example rx1, . . . , xns. The monad structure is given by

X
η // LpXq

x � // rxs

LpLpXqq
µ // LpXq

rrx1,1, . . . , x1,n1s, . . .s
� // rx1,1, . . . , x1,n1 , . . .s

Here µ is concatenation, i.e. removal of the inner brackets.

Example 3.3.4. The non-empty list functor L` : SetÑ Set, given by

L`pXq :“
ğ

ną0

Xn

becomes a monad with the same unit and multiplication of the list monad of Exam-

ple 3.3.3. However, it also a comonad, with structure given by

L`pXq
ε // X

rx1, . . . , xns
� // x1

L`pXq
δ // L`pL`pXqq

rx1, . . . , xns
� // rrx1, . . . , xns, rx2, . . . , xns, . . . , rxnss

Explicitly, δ takes a list and removes the first element iteratively until the list is empty,

while at each stage storing the result in the output list. This procedure is known as giving

the tails of the list.
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Example 3.3.5. LetM be a monoid (with identity element e). The functor S : SetÑ Set

given by SpXq “ XM on objects (this is the set of functions from M to X) becomes a

comonad with structure given by

XM ε // X

f � // fpeq

XM δ // pXMqM – XMˆM

f � // ppm,nq ÞÑ fpmnqq

Example 3.3.6. Recall that a filter F on a set X is a non-empty subset of P pXq such

that:

1. The set X is in F , and A,B P F ùñ AXB P F .

2. The empty setH is not in F .

3. If B Ď X and there exists A P F with A Ď B, then B P F .

An ultrafilter U is a filter such that AYB P U ùñ A P U or B P U .

There is a functor F : Set Ñ Set which assigns to X the set FX of filters on X . A

function f : X Ñ Y is mapped to the function Ff : FX Ñ FY , defined by

F pfqpF q “ tA Ď Y | f´1
pAq P F u.

Given G P FFX , we define the Kowalski sum to be the filter

µpGq “ tA Ď X | tF P FX | A P F u P Gu,

and given x P X , we define the principal ultrafilter on x to be the (ultra)filter

ηpxq “ tA Ď X | x P Au.

These define natural transformations µ : FF ñ F and η : 1 ñ F turning F into a monad.

By restricting to ultrafilters, we get an additional monad U on Set. See [31, Chapter II]

for more information on these monads.

Example 3.3.7. Given a set X , let DX be the set of (countable) probability distributions

on X , that is,

DX “

#

p P r0, 1sX
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇp´1
p0, 1s

ˇ

ˇ ď ℵ0,
ÿ

xPX

ppxq “ 1

+

.
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Given a function f : X Ñ Y , we get a function Df : DX Ñ DY which maps a distribu-

tion p : X Ñ r0, 1s to the distribution Y Ñ r0, 1s defined by

y ÞÑ
ÿ

xPf´1pyq

ppxq

This defines a functor D : Set Ñ Set. Let η : X Ñ DX be the function which maps x

to the characteristic function χtxu : X Ñ r0, 1s, and let µ : DDX Ñ DX be the function

that sends a distribution P : DX Ñ r0, 1s to the distribution µpP q : X Ñ r0, 1s defined

by

µpP qpxq “
ÿ

pPDX

P ppq ¨ ppxq.

These define natural transformations η, µ that turn D into a monad.

The D-algebras are superconvex spaces, i.e. sets where one can take convex combina-

tions of countably many elements, see [10, 29] for more information.

3.3.2 Distributive laws

Let C “ tc0, . . . , cnu be a non-empty, finite, totally-ordered set with c0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă cn, and

recall the comonad C ˆ´ of Example 3.3.1.

Example 3.3.8. For any set X , define θ : P pC ˆXq Ñ C ˆ PX by

θpA Ď C ˆXq “

$

’

&

’

%

psupπ1pAq, π2pAqq if A ‰ H

pc0,Hq otherwise

This defines a mixed distributive law θ : P pC ˆ´q ñ C ˆ P´.

Example 3.3.9. There is a mixed distributive law θ : LpC ˆ´q ñ C ˆ L´ defined by

θrpc1, x1q, . . . , pcm, xmqs “

$

’

&

’

%

psupi ci, rx1, . . . , xmsq if m ą 0

pc0, r sq if m “ 0

where r s denotes the empty list.

Example 3.3.10. Let θ : DpC ˆXq Ñ C ˆDX be the map into the product, defined by
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the two maps

DpC ˆXq
θ1 // C

p � // sup
ř

xPX ppc,xq‰0

c

DpC ˆXq
θ2 // DX

p � //

˜

x ÞÑ
ÿ

cPC

ppc, xq

¸

This defines a distributive law θ : DpC ˆ´q ñ C ˆD´.

In Examples 3.3.11–3.3.14, let M be a monoid, giving rise to the comonad S of Ex-

ample 3.3.5 which maps a set X to XM .

Example 3.3.11. The maps θ : LpXMq Ñ pLXqM given by

θrf1, . . . , fnspmq “ rf1pmq, . . . , fnpmqs

define a mixed distributive law θ : LS ñ SL.

Example 3.3.12. We define maps θ : P pXMq Ñ pPXqM as follows. For A P P pXMq

we let

θpAqpmq “ tfpmq | f P Au.

This defines a mixed distributive law θ : PS ñ SP .

Example 3.3.13. Recall the filter monad F of Example 3.3.6. There is a mixed distribu-

tive law θ : FS ñ SF , defined as follows. For each m P M , let evm : XM Ñ X denote

the natural map f ÞÑ fpmq. Then θ : F pXMq Ñ pFXqM is defined by

θpF qpmq “ F pevmqpF q.

In a similar way, we get a mixed distributive law US ñ SU by restricting to ultrafilters.

Example 3.3.14. Define maps θ : DpXMq Ñ pDXqM as follows. For a distribution

p : XM Ñ r0, 1s, θppq should be a function M Ñ DX , and so θppqpmq should be a

distribution X Ñ r0, 1s. We define this by

θppqpmqpxq “
ÿ

fPXM

x“fpmq

ppfq.

This defines a mixed distributive law θ : DS ñ SD.
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3.3.3 θ̃-coalgebras and entwined algebras

Recall that the mixed distributive laws θ in the preceding section lift to comonad distribu-

tive laws θ̃ on the Eilenberg-Moore category of the relevant monad, cf. Section 2.3.2.

Example 3.3.15. Consider the powerset monad P . A P -algebra pX, βq is the same as a

partially ordered set such that every subset has a supremum. Indeed, the partial order is

defined by

x ď y ðñ βtx, yu “ y

and β : PX Ñ X points out the supremum of a given subset. Now consider the distribu-

tive law θ : P pC ˆ´q ñ C ˆ P´ of Example 3.3.8. By Proposition 3.2.6, θ̃-coalgebras

in SetP correspond to P -algebras pX, βq whose underlying set X admits the structure

of a pC ˆ ´q-coalgebra, which means that X comes equipped with a partition of subsets

indexed by the ‘colours’ in C. We denote this partition by a colour function κ : X Ñ C.

The θ-entwined algebras are P -algebras of this form, such that κ preserves suprema, i.e.

κpsupAq “ sup
aPA

κpaq

for all A Ď X .

Example 3.3.16. Consider the list monad L. An L-algebra pX, βq is the same thing as a

monoid structure on X . The identity element e is given by βpr sq, and the multiplication

is defined by xy :“ βrx, ys. Let θ : LpC ˆ ´q ñ C ˆ L´ be the distributive law of

Example 3.3.9. By Proposition 3.2.6, θ̃-coalgebras in SetL correspond to monoids X

whose underlying set admits a partition κ : X Ñ C. The θ-entwined algebras are those

monoids of this form such that the colour of a product inX is the supremum of the colours

in the product, that is

κpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xnq “ sup
i
κpxiq.

Note that the empty list must be included, so in particular the colour of the identity is

minimal, that is

κpeq “ c0.

The set C becomes a monoid with unit c0 and multipication given by sup, and so κ is a

monoid map.
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Example 3.3.17. Let θ : LS ñ SL be the distributive law of Example 3.3.11. Let X be

a L-algebra (a monoid). By Proposition 3.2.6, a θ̃-coalgebra structure on X is equivalent

to a map ∇ : X Ñ XM , or equivalently a map ∇m : X Ñ X for each m P M , such that

∇e “ 1 and ∇mn “ ∇n∇m for all m,n P M . In other words, ∇ defines a monoid map

M Ñ SetpX,Xq˚. The θ-entwined algebras are those monoids X equipped with such a

map∇ whereby the image of∇ lies in the monoid endomorphisms of X .

Example 3.3.18. Let θ : PS ñ SP be the distributive law of Example 3.3.12. By

Proposition 3.2.6, a θ̃-coalgebra structure on a P -algebra pX, βq is equivalent to a map

∇ : X Ñ XM as in Example 3.3.16. The set XM can be given a partial order, defined by

f ď g if and only if fpmq ď gpmq for all m P M . This poset is itself a P -algebra, since

given a subset H Ď XM we can define a function supH : M Ñ X given by

supHpmq “ suptfpmq | f P Hu

which genuinely is the supremum of H . Thus the θ-entwined algebra structures on P -

algebras pX, βq correspond to coassociative coactions ∇ : X Ñ XM which are sup-

preserving.



Chapter 4

Duplicial objects and cyclic homology

We begin this chapter by recalling the definitions of simplicial and duplicial objects as

well as cyclic homology in Section 4.1. Following this, in Section 4.2 we recount the

method of constructing duplicial objects from [7]. We emphasize the self-duality of the

situation by defining in fact two duplicial objects CT pN,Mq and C˚SpN,Mq, arising from

bar resolutions using comonads T, S, as well as suitable functors M,N . There is a canon-

ical pair of morphisms of duplicial objects between these which are mutual inverses if and

only if the two objects are cyclic (Theorem 4.3.10). In Section 4.3, we further develop the

process of twisting a pair of coefficient objects M,N detailed previously in Section 3.2.2.

We refrain from giving concrete examples in this chapter, and instead postpone this until

Chapter 6.

Apart from the basic definitions and cited material, the work in Sections 4.2 and 4.3

is original. The latter section is based on the work of [40, §4.5–4.11] but goes into a bit

more detail.

4.1 Simplicial methods

Here we go over the very basics of simplicial homotopy theory, see e.g. [28, 30] for a

thorough account. We also discuss the duplicial objects of Dwyer and Kan [25].

59
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4.1.1 The simplicial and augmented simplicial categories

Definition 4.1.1. The simplicial category, or the topologists’ simplicial category, is the

category ∆ whose objects are finite non-zero ordinals

n “ t0, 1, . . . , nu

and whose morphisms are the (weakly) order-preserving maps between these. The aug-

mented simplicial category, or the algebraists’ simplicial category is the category ∆`

whose objects are the same as ∆ plus an additional object

´1 “ H

and whose morphisms are again the (weakly) order-preserving maps.

It is straightforward to show that the morphisms of ∆,∆` are generated by functions

n´ 1
δi // n , n` 1

σi // n

for all suitable n and for all 0 ď i ď n, called face maps and degeneracy maps respec-

tively, such that the simplicial identities are satisfied:

δjδi “ δiδj´1 if i ă j

σjσi “ σiσj`1 if i ď j
σjδi “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

δiσj´1 if i ă j

1 if i “ j, j ` 1

δi´1σj if i ą j ` 1

4.1.2 The duplicial and cyclic categories

Definition 4.1.2. The duplicial category Λ8 is constructed as follows: we take the cate-

gory ∆ and adjoin in each degree an abstract morphism τ : nÑ n subject to the relations:

τδi “

$

’

&

’

%

δi´1τ if 1 ď i ď n

δn if i “ 0

τσj “

$

’

&

’

%

σj´1τ if 1 ď j ď n

σnτ
2 if j “ 0

We obtain the cyclic category Λ by adding the extra requirement that in each degree, the

morphism τ : nÑ n satisfies the relation τn`1 “ 1.

Similarly, we have augmented versions of these categories by considering ∆` rather

than ∆ in the above definition.
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4.1.3 Simplicial, duplicial and cyclic objects

Let Z be a category.

Definition 4.1.3. A simplicial object in Z is an object of the functor category r∆˚,Zs, so

a contravariant functor from ∆ to Z .

Thus to give a simplicial object X in Z is to give a sequence X0, X1, . . . of objects in

Z and in each degree n ě 0 morphisms

Xn
di // Xn´1 , Xn

si // Xn`1

for all 0 ď i ď n subject to the conditions:

didj “ dj´1di if i ă j

sisj “ sj`1si if i ď j
disj “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

sj´1di if i ă j

1 if i “ j, j ` 1

sjdi´1 if i ą j ` 1

Similarly, we define augmented simplicial objects as functors ∆˚
` Ñ Z .

Remark 4.1.4. Given a simplicial object X , by reversing the order of both the face maps

and degeneracy maps we obtain a new simplicial object. We call this the opsimplicial

simplicial object associated to X .

Definition 4.1.5 (see [25]). A duplicial object in Z is an object of the functor category

rΛ˚8,Zs, so a contravariant functor from Λ8 to Z .

Thus, explicitly, a duplicial object X in Z is a simplicial object X together with a

morphism, or duplicial operator,

Xn
t // Xn

in each degree subject to the conditions:

dit “

$

’

&

’

%

tdi´1 if 1 ď i ď n

dn if i “ 0

sjt “

$

’

&

’

%

tsj´1 if 1 ď j ď n

t2sn if j “ 0

Similarly again, we have the notion of cyclic objects [18], which are functors Λ˚ Ñ Z , as

well as augmented versions.
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Remark 4.1.6. Some authors use term paracyclic to mean duplicial in our sense. Be-

ware of this terminology, since it has also been used to describe those duplicial objects

where the operator t or T (see Section 4.2.3) is an isomorphism. Furthermore, the original

sense of a duplicial structure [25] on a simplicial object X is precisely a duplicial struc-

ture, in our sense, on the opsimplicial simplicial object associated to X , cf. Remark 4.1.4

and Section 4.3.

4.1.4 The Dold-Kan and Dwyer-Kan correspondences

Now suppose that Z is an abelian category. Let CpZq denote the category of chain

complexes in Z , and let C`pZq denote the full subcategory of CpZq consisting of non-

negatively graded chain complexes.

Definition 4.1.7 (see [25,33]). A duchain complex in Z is a triple pX, b,Bq where pX, bq

is a chain complex and pX,Bq is a cochain complex:

¨ ¨ ¨
b //

Xn
B
oo

b //
Xn´1

B
oo

b //
¨ ¨ ¨

B
oo

A mixed complex is a duchain complex pX, b,Bq such that bB `Bb “ 0.

Remark 4.1.8. Since both chain and cochain complexes are involved in the definition of a

duchain complex, we point out that whenever we use the terminology quasi-isomorphism,

we mean a morphism which induces an isomorphism on homology, but not necessarily on

cohomology.

Let DpZq denote the category of duchain complexes in Z , where a morphism is de-

fined to be one which is simultaneously a morphism of chain complexes and of cochain

complexes. Let MpZq denote the full subcategory of DpZq given by mixed complexes.

Let M`
pZq Ď D`pZq denote the non-negatively graded versions.

The following theorem is known as the Dold-Kan correspondence. We sketch the

proof, but for a full proof see [73, Thm. 8.4.1] and its following remarks, or see [30,

Chapter III.2].

Theorem 4.1.9. There is an equivalence of categories

r∆˚,Zs » C`pZq.
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Sketch proof. The equivalence N : r∆˚,Zs Ñ C`pZq is defined on objects as follows. A

simplicial object X is mapped to the chain complex NX given in degree n by

NXn “
Xn

M

řn´1
i“0 im si

whose differential NXn Ñ NXn´1 is defined by the diagram

Xn

����

řn
i“0p´1qidi // Xn´1

����
NXn

// NXn´1

The following theorem is known as the Dwyer-Kan correspondence, proved in [25].

We do not make explicit use of it in later sections, but nevertheless we include it here as

we feel it highlights the importance of duplicial objects. We give only a sketch proof.

Theorem 4.1.10. There is an equivalence of categories

rΛ˚8,Zs » D`pZq.

Sketch proof. The equivalence rΛ˚8,Zs Ñ D`pZq is defined on objects as follows. Given

a duplicial object X , we define a codifferential on the complex NX , where N is the

equivalence of Theorem 4.1.9. The codifferential is defined by the diagram

Xn

����

p´1qntsn // Xn`1

����
NXn

// NXn`1

in degree n.

4.2 Cyclic homology

In this section, we define the cyclic homology of various objects and show that the notions

coincide in appropriate cases. Throughout, Z denotes an abelian category.
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4.2.1 Cyclic homology of a mixed complex

Given a mixed complex pX, b,Bq in M`
pZq, we construct a bicomplex in the first quad-

rant:
...

b

��

...

b

��

...

b

��
X2

b
��

X1B
oo

b
��

X0B
oo

X1

b
��

X0B
oo

X0

This just means that each square anticommutes, so there is an associated total complex

T pXq given in degree n by

T pXqn “
à

iď0

Xn`2i

(so the first few degrees are X0, X1, X0 ‘X2, X1 ‘X3, X0 ‘X2 ‘X4, . . . and one can

spot the pattern) with differential b`B.

The notion of cyclic homology is due to Connes [18, 19] but the following definition

is from [33].

Definition 4.2.1. The cyclic homology of the mixed complex X , denoted HCpXq, is the

homology of the total complex T pXq, i.e.

HCpXq :“ HpT pXqq

Thus we have defined a functor

HC: M`
pZq ÝÑ Z.

Let U : M`
pZq ÝÑ C`pZq denote the obvious forgetful functor to the category of non-

negatively graded chain complexes.

The following proposition is a useful one, and we refer the reader to [49, Proposi-

tion 2.5.15] for a proof:

Proposition 4.2.2. Let f be a morphism in M`
pZq. Then Uf is a quasi-isomorphism if

and only if HCpfq is an isomorphism.
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4.2.2 Cyclic homology of a cyclic object

Let X : Λ˚ Ñ Y be a cyclic object. Consider the following morphisms, defined in degree

n:

t̃ :“ p´1qnt s´1 “ tsn Nn “
n
ÿ

i“0

t̃i bn “
n
ÿ

i“0

p´1qidi

By Theorem 4.1.9, pX, bq is a chain complex. In fact, the morphism B̂ “ s´1N has the

property that bB̂ ` B̂b “ 0, but unfortunately, we do not have that B̂2 “ 0 and so it is not

a codifferential. However, the morphism B :“ p1´ t̃qs´1N does square to zero, and also

anticommutes with b. Thus, pX, b,Bq is a mixed complex. We have defined a functor

rΛ˚,Zs K //M`
pZq

and we define the cyclic homology of a cyclic object to be the composite of this functor

with HC of Definition 4.2.1. By abuse of notation, we denote this also by HC, and so we

have a commutative diagram

rΛ˚,Zs K //

HC %%

M`
pZq
HC
��
Z

Alternatively, one could do the following: Let NX be the complex associated to the

underlying simplicial object of the cyclic object X , i.e.

pNXqn “
Xn

M

řn´1
i“0 im si

as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.9. Both the morphisms b and B descends to this quotient,

defining a functor

rΛ˚,Zs K1 //M`
pZq.

It is well-known that the quotient morphism q : pX, bq Ñ pNX, bq is a quasi-isomorphism

(see e.g. [73, Thm. 8.3.8]), and it descends to the quotient too. Therefore, q is actually a

morphism KX Ñ K 1X of mixed complexes, defining a natural transformation

q : K ñ K 1.

By Proposition 4.2.2, this gives an isomorphism after composing with HC. This proves

the following:
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Proposition 4.2.3. We have a square

rΛ˚,Zs K //

K1

��

M`
pZq

HC q

–

w�
HC

��
M`
pZq

HC
// Z

in Cat.

In summary, we have two equivalent ways of computing the cyclic homology of a

cyclic object: either define the structure of a mixed complex on the actual cyclic object,

or do so on the normalised complex of the underlying simplicial object.

4.2.3 Cyclic homology of a duchain complex

Let pX, b,Bq be a duchain complex in D`pZq. Define an endomorphism

T “ 1´ bB ´Bb

in each degree. One easily checks that bT “ Tb and BT “ TB, so clearly both b and

B descend to the quotient B{ imp1 ´ T q, and in that case bB ` Bb “ 0. This defines a

functor F : D`pZq ÝÑ M`
pZq, which in fact is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor U .

D`pZq
F **
K M`

pZq
U

ii

We define the cyclic homology of a duchain complex to be the composite of HC with this

functor F . Note that FU – 1. Again we abuse notation to give a commutative diagram

D`pZq

HC %%

F //M`
pZq
HC
��
Z

4.2.4 Cyclic homology of a duplicial object

Let X : Λ˚8 Ñ Z be a duplicial object. In light of the above story for cyclic objects,

there are two natural ways we could proceed to define cyclic homology of X: either
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construct a natural cyclic object from X and take the cyclic homology of that, or instead,

construct a duchain complex and take the cyclic homology of that. Here we show these

two definitions are equivalent. Let π : Λ˚8 ÝÑ Λ˚ denote the quotient map. This induces a

forgetful functor π˚ : rΛ˚,Zs ÝÑ rΛ˚8,Zs. By the theory of Kan extensions, this functor

has a left adjoint π!.

rΛ˚8,Zs
π!

))
K rΛ˚,Zs
π˚

ii

This left adjoint is explicitly defined by pπ!Xqn “ Xn{ imp1 ´ tn`1q. The face maps

and degeneracy maps descend to this quotient. Note that π!π
˚ – 1. We define the cyclic

homology of X to be the cyclic homology of π!X , giving a commutative diagram

rΛ˚8,Zs
π! //

HC &&

rΛ˚,Zs
HC
��
Z

On the other hand, we can define morphisms b, t̃, s´1,N , B, B̂ as before. Again, the

morphism B̂ does not square to zero, but neither does it satisfy the relation bB̂ ` B̂b “ 0.

In the duplicial case, the morphism B does not satisfy these relations either. On the

normalised complex pNX, bq the morphism B descends to the quotient (the proof in the

cyclic case only uses the duplicial structure), is equal to B̂, and satisfies B2 “ 0. This

only gives us a duchain complex pNX, b,Bq since bB`Bb is still not zero in the quotient.

This defines a functor

rΛ˚8,Zs
P // D`pZq

and it is important to note that this is not the same as the Dwyer-Kan normalisation functor

of Theorem 4.1.10.

In a similar way to Section 4.2.2, the quotient morphism defines a map of mixed

complexes q : Kπ!X Ñ FPX defining a natural transformation

rΛ˚8,Zs
π! //

P

��

rΛ˚,Zs

q

w�
K

��
D`pZq

F
//M`

pZq

which becomes an isomorphism after composing with HC: M`
pZq Ñ Z , thus proving:
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Proposition 4.2.4. We have a square

rΛ˚8,Zs
π! //

P

��

rΛ˚,Zs

HC q

–

w�
HC

��
D`pZq

HC
// Z

in Cat.

4.3 From distributive laws to duplicial objects

Here we develop Böhm and Ştefan’s work on duplicial objects [7,8], by showing that some

of the involved morphisms extend to simplicial morphisms. We use these morphisms to

characterise the cyclicity of the relevant duplicial functor.

4.3.1 The bar and opbar resolutions

Let B and Y be two categories.

Definition 4.3.1. A simplicial functor Y Ñ B is a simplicial object in the category rY ,Bs.

Similarly, we have notions of dupicial and cyclic functors, as well as augmented ver-

sions of these.

Let pT, δ, εq be a comonad on B and let M : Y Ñ B be a functor.

Definition 4.3.2. The bar resolution of M is the simplicial functor BpT,Mq : Y Ñ B

defined by

BpT,Mqn “ T n`1M, di “ T iεT n´iM, sj “ T jδT n´jM,

where the face and degeneracy maps above are given in degree n. The opbar resolution

of M , denoted B˚pT,Mq, is the simplicial functor obtained by taking the opsimplicial

simplicial functor (cf. Remark 4.1.4) associated to BpT,Mq. Explicitly:

B˚pT,Mqn “ T n`1M, di “ T n´iεT iM, sj “ T n´jδT jM.
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Given any functor N: B Ñ Z , we compose it with the above simplicial functors to

obtain new simplicial functors that we denote by

CT pN,Mq :“ NBpT,Mq, C˚T pN,Mq :“ NB˚pT,Mq.

4.3.2 The Böhm-Ştefan construction

Let

pB, T q pΣ,σq // pD, Gq

be an opmorphism of comonads, so in particular σ is a natural transformation GΣ ñ ΣT .

By abuse of notation, we let σn denote the natural transformation GnΣ ñ ΣT n obtained

by repeated application of σ (up to horizontal composition of identities), where σ0 “ 1.

In other words, we define σn recursively: for all n ě 0, σn`1 : Gn`1Σ ñ ΣT n`1 is given

by the composite

Gn`1Σ Gσn // GΣT n σTn // ΣT n`1 .

Lemma 4.3.3. For all n ě 0 and for 0 ď i ď n, the diagram

Gn`1Σ σn`1
//

Gn´iεT iΣ
��

ΣT n`1

ΣTn´iεT i

��
GnΣ

σn
// ΣT n

commutes.

Proof. We proceed by induction. For n “ 0 and i “ 0, the result holds since it becomes

the compatibility condition of σ with ε : T ñ 1. Now, suppose the statement holds for

n´ 1, and let i be such that 0 ď i ă n. Consider the diagram

Gn`1Σ

Gn´iεGiΣ
��

Gσn // GΣT n

GΣTn´i´1εT i

��

σTn // ΣT n`1

ΣTn´iεT i

��
GnΣ

Gσn´1
// GΣT n´1

σTn´1
// ΣT n

The right-hand square commutes by naturality of σ, and the left-hand square commutes

by the inductive hypothesis. For i “ n, consider the diagram

Gn`1Σ

εGnΣ
��

Gσn // GΣT n

εΣTn ((

σTn // ΣT n`1

ΣεTn

��
GnΣ

σn
// ΣT n
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The right-hand triangle commutes by compatibility of σ with ε and the left-hand quadri-

lateral commutes by naturality of ε. In each case, the outer diagram commutes, as re-

quired.

There is a similar statement for the coproducts δ. Thus, we have proved:

Proposition 4.3.4. The morphisms σn define a morphism of simplicial functors

CGp1D,Σq
σ // CT pΣ, 1Bq.

Dually, given a morphism of comonads

pB, Sq pΣ,γq // pD, Cq,

the natural transformation γ : ΣS ñ CΣ extends to a morphism of simplicial functors

C˚SpΣ, 1Bq
γ // C˚Cp1D,Σq.

Now consider a distributive law χ : TS ñ ST of comonads on B. This is equivalent

to saying that

pB, T q pS, χq // pB, T q,

is an opmorphism of comonads, and

pB, Sq pT, χq // pB, Sq

is a morphism of comonads. Therefore, by Lemma 4.3.3 and its dual version, χ extends

in two ways to simplicial functors

CT p1B, Sq
χ // CT pS, 1Bq, C˚SpT, 1Bq

χ // C˚Sp1B, T q.

Some abuse of notation occurs here, as we implicitly use the symbol χn to denote natural

transformations T nS ñ ST n and TSn ñ SnT .

Remark 4.3.5. A proof similar to that for Lemma 4.3.3 shows that for all n ě 0,

pB, T q pSn, χnq // pB, T q,

is an opmorphism of comonads, and

pB, Sq pTn, χnq // pB, Sq

is a morphism of comonads.
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Now, let pM,Y , ρq be a χ-coalgebra, and let pN,Z, λq be a χ-opcoalgebra. We define

natural transformations

tT : CT pN,Mqn ñ CT pN,Mqn, tS : C˚SpN,Mqn ñ C˚SpN,Mqn

by the diagrams

NT nSM
NχnM // NST nM

λTnM
��

NT n`1M

NTnρ

OO

tT
// NT n`1M

NTSnM
NχnM // NSnTM

NSnρ
��

NSn`1M

λSnM

OO

tS
// NSn`1M

Theorem 4.3.6 (Böhm and Ştefan). The simplicial functors CT pN,Mq and C˚SpN,Mq

become duplicial functors with duplicial operators given by tT and tS respectively.

Proof. The first operator being duplicial is exactly the case considered in [7], and the

second follows from a slight modification of their proof.

At the end of Section 5.3.3 in the next chapter, we give a new way of deriving the du-

plicial functor CT pN,Mq of Theorem 4.3.6, using ideas from Hochschild (co)homology.

Following this, we also show that the theorem can in fact be deduced directly from the

twisting procedure given in Section 3.2.2.

4.3.3 Cyclicity

For each n ě 0, we define a morphism ρn : T n`1M ñ Sn`1M in the following way. For

each 0 ď i ď n, let ρi,n denote the morphism

SiT n´i`1M
SiTn´iρ // SiT n´iSM

Siχn´iM // Si`1T n´iM.

Then set ρn to be the vertical composite

ρn :“ ρn,nρn´1,n ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1,nρ0,n.

As above, the morphisms ρn`1 : T n`2M ñ Sn`2M (for n ě 1) can be defined recursively

by either of the composites

T n`2M
Tn`1ρ // T n`1SM

χn`1M // ST n`1M
Sρn // Sn`2M

T n`2M
Tρn // TSn`1M

χn`1M // Sn`1TM
Sn`1ρ // Sn`2M
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Completely symmetrically, we have morphisms λi,n : NT n´iSi`1 ñ NT n´i`1Si given

by

NT n´iSi`1 Nχn´iSi // NST n´iSi
λTn´iSi // NT n´i`1

which define a morphism λn : NSn`1 ñ NT n`1 given by the composite

λn :“ λ0,nλ1,n ¨ ¨ ¨λn´1,nλn,n.

Lemma 4.3.7. For all n ě 0 and for 0 ď i ď n` 1, the diagram

T n`2M
ρn`1 //

Tn`1´iεT iM
��

Sn`2M

SiεSn`1´iM
��

T n`1M ρn
// Sn`1M

(4.3.1)

commutes.

Proof. Again, we proceed by induction. Suppose that n “ 0 and i “ 1. Naturality of ε

and compatibility of ρ and ε tells us that each inner square of the diagram

TTM

εTM
��

Tρ // TSM

εSM
��

χM // STM

SεM
��

SρM // SSM

SεM
��

TM ρ
// SM SM SM

commutes, and thus so does the outer diagram. Similarly, when i “ 0, we have a commu-

tative diagram

TTM

TεM
��

Tρ // TSM

TεM
��

χM // STM

εTM
��

SρM // SSM

εSM
��

TM TM TM ρ
// SM

proving that diagram 4.3.1 commutes in the base case.

Now suppose that the statement holds for n´ 1. Let i be such that 0 ă i ď n` 1, and

write j “ i´ 1, so that 0 ď j ď n. Consider the diagram

T n`2M
Tn`1ρ //

Tn´jεT j`1M
��

T n`1SM

Tn´jεT jSM
��

χn`1M // ST n`1M

STn´jεT jM
��

Sρn // Sn`2M

SSjεSn´jM
��

T n`1M
Tnρ

// T nSM
χnM

// ST nM
Sρn´1

// Sn`1M

The right-hand square commutes by inductive hypothesis, the middle square commutes

by Lemma 4.3.3, and the left-hand square commutes by naturality of ε. The case for i “ 0

is similarly proved, using compatibility of χn with ε : S ñ 1 from Remark 4.3.5.
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There is a similar statement regarding the coproducts δ. Thus, we have proved the

following:

Proposition 4.3.8. The morphisms ρn define a morphism of simplicial functors

BpT,Mq
ρ // B˚pS,Mq.

Lemma 4.3.9. For all i, j, k with i ě 1, k ě i and j ě 0, the diagram

NT jSiT k´i`1M

λi´1,i`j´1T
k´i`1M

��

NT jρi,k // NT jSi`1T k´iM

λi,i`jT
k´iM

��
NT j`1Si´1T k´i`1M

NT j`1ρi´1,k´1

// NT j`1SiT k´iM

(4.3.2)

commutes.

Proof. Consider the diagram

NT jSiT k´i`1M

NχjSi´1Tk´i`1

��

NT jSiTk´iρ // NT jSiT k´iSM

NχjSi´1Tk´iM

��

NT jSiχk´iM // NT jSi`1T k´iM

NχjSiTk´iM

��
NST jSi´1T k´i`1M

λT jSi´1Tk´i`1M

��

NST jSi´1Tk´iρ
// NST jSi´1T k´iSM

NST jSi´1χk´iM
//

λT jSi´1Tk´iSM

��

NST jSiT k´iM

λT jSiTk´iM

��
NT j`1Si´1T k´i`1M

NT j`1Si´1Tk´iρ
// NT j`1Si´1T k´iSM

NT j`1Si´1χk´iM
// NT j`1SiT k´iM

The upper squares commute by naturality of χj , and the lower squares commute by nat-

urality of λ. Therefore, the outer square, which is the same as the square 4.3.2, com-

mutes.

Let Rn denote the morphism Nρn : NT n`1M ñ NSn`1M , and let Ln denote the

morphism λnM : NSn`1M ñ NT n`1M .

Theorem 4.3.10. The above construction defines two morphisms

CT pN,Mq
R // C˚SpN,Mq, C˚SpN,Mq

L // CT pN,Mq

of duplicial functors. Furthermore, LR “ 1 if and only if CT pN,Mq is cyclic, and

RL “ 1 if and only if C˚SpN,Mq is cyclic.
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Proof. We show that R is a morphism of duplicial functors, and remark that the proof for

L is similar. It is clear that R is a morphism of simplicial objects, so it remains to show

that it commutes with the duplicial operators. Let n ě 0 and consider the diagram

NSn`1M
λSnM

%% tS

��

NST nM

λTnM

��

NSρn´1

99

NTSnM
NχnM

%%
NT nSM

NχnM
99

NSnTM

NSnρ %%
NT n`1M

Rn

00

NTnρ

99

tT
// NT n`1M

NTρn´1

BB

Rn
// NSn`1M

The left-hand triangle commutes by definition of tT , and the right-hand semicircle com-

mutes by definition of tS . The right-hand triangle and left-hand semicircle commute by

the recursive definitions of ρn. The middle kite commutes by naturality of λ, and thus the

outer diagram commutes, proving that R is a morphism of duplicial functors.

We finish the proof of the theorem by showing that pLRqn “ tn`1
T , which is the identity

if and only if CT pN,Mq is cyclic. Consider the following two triangles:

NTn`1M
Nρ0,n //

tT
&&

NSTnM

λ0,0TnM

��

Nρ1,n // NS2Tn´1M

λ1,1Tn´1M

��

NSnTM
Nρn,n //

λn´1,n´1TM

��

NSn`1M

λn,nM

��
NTn`1M

NTρ0,n´1

// NTSTn´1M NTSn´1TM
NTρn´1,n´1

// NTSnM

NTn`1M NTn´1STM

λ0,n´1M

��

NTn´1ρ1,1

// NTn´1S2M

λ1,nM

��
NT n`1M

tT
**

NTn´kρ0,k // NT n´kST kM

λ0,n´kT
kM

��

NTn`1M
NTnρ0,0 //

tT
&&

NTnSM

λ0,nM

��
NT n`1M NTn`1M

Applying Lemma 4.3.9 a total of n
2
pn ` 1q times shows that each square of the right-

hand triangle commutes. Each triangle along the diagonal is of the form of the lower-left

triangle, for some k such that 0 ď k ď n. This lower-left triangle can also be written as
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the outer triangle of

NT nM

tT

((

NTnρ // NT nSM

NχnM
))

NTn´kχkM // NT n´kST kM

Nχn´kTkM

��
NST nM

λTnM

��
NT n`1M

which commutes since the inner shapes do. Therefore the very large outer triangle above

commutes, which means exactly that pLRqn “ tn`1
T . A similar argument shows that

pRLqn “ tn`1
S , completing the proof.

4.3.4 Homologically trivial χ-coalgebras

Let Z be an abelian category.

Definition 4.3.11. Let X be a non-negative chain complex in Z . We say that X is con-

tractible if X is homotopy-equivalent to the zero chain complex.

A complex X is contractible if and only if the identity chain morphism 1: X Ñ X is

homotopic to 0. Explicitly this means that there is a contracting homotopy, i.e. a morphism

h : X Ñ X of degree 1, such that hb ` bh “ 1, where b denotes the differential of X .

This implies that the homology objects Hn
pXq are trivial for n ą 0.

As we had announced above, χ-coalgebras as in Proposition 3.2.12 lead to contractible

chain complexes:

Proposition 4.3.12. Let χ : TS ñ ST be a comonad distributive law on a category B,

and let pM,Y , ρq and pN,Z, λq be a χ-coalgebra and χ-opcoalgebra, respectively. If

either of pN, Y, λq, pM,Y , ρq arises as in Proposition 3.2.12, then the chain complexes

associated to both CT pN,Mq and C˚SpN,Mq under the Dold-Kan correspondence are

contractible.

Proof. Let ∇ : N ñ NT be a T -opcoalgebra structure on N . The morphisms

hn : NSn`1M
∇Sn`1M // NTSn`1M

Nχn`1M // NSn`1TM
NSn`1ρ // NSn`2M
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provide a contracting homotopy for the complex associated to C˚SpN,Mq. To see this,

consider the following diagram, where n ą 0 and i is such that 0 ď i ď n:

NSn`1M ∇Sn`1M //

NSn´iεSiM
��

NTSn`1M

NTSn´iεSiM
��

Nχn`1M // NSn`1TM

NSn´iεSiTM
��

NSn´1ρM // NSn`2M

NSn´iεSi`1M
��

NSnM
∇SnM

// NTSnM
NχnM

// NSnTM
NSnρM

// NSn`1M

The left-hand square commutes by naturality of ∇, the right-hand square commutes by

naturality of ε, and the middle square commutes by the version of Lemma 4.3.3 for

χn : TSn ñ SnT . Therefore, the outer rectangle commutes, so we have the relation

hn´1di “ di`1hn, where d denotes the face morphisms of C˚SpN,Mq. Similarly, we have

d0hn “ 1. Therefore, we have

bhn “
n`1
ÿ

i“0

p´1qidihn

“ d0hn `
n
ÿ

i“0

p´1qi`1di`1hn

“ 1`
n
ÿ

i“0

p´1qi`1hn´1di

“ 1´ hn´1b,

so hb` bh “ 1, as required.

A similar proof shows that the morphisms ∇T nM : NT n`1M ñ NT n`2M provide

a contracting homotopy for the complex associated to CT pN,Mq. The case when M is

an S-coalgebra is proved similarly.

4.3.5 Twisting by 1-cells

Applying the twisting procedure described in Section 3.2.2, a 1-cell

pB, χ, T, Sq pΣ,σ,γq // pD, τ, G,Cq

in the 2-category Dist, together with a χ-coalgebra M and a τ -opcoalgebra N , give rise

to morphisms between duplicial functors of the form considered above: Theorems 4.3.6

and 3.2.9 yield duplicial structures on the simplicial functors

CT pNΣ,Mq, C˚SpNΣ,Mq, CGpN,ΣMq, C˚CpN,ΣMq,
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and from Proposition 4.3.10 we obtain morphisms

CT pNΣ,Mq Rχ // C˚SpNΣ,Mq, C˚SpNΣ,Mq Lχ // CT pNΣ,Mq

CGpN,ΣMq
Rτ // C˚CpN,ΣMq, C˚CpN,ΣMq

Lτ // CGpN,ΣMq

of duplicial objects which determine the cyclicity of each functor.

We now prove that a generalised Yang-Baxter equation holds:

Lemma 4.3.13. For all n ą 0, the diagram

GnΣS

σnS
��

Gnγ // GnCΣ τnΣ // CGnΣ

Cσn

��
ΣT nS

Σχn
// ΣST n

γTn
// CΣT n

commutes.

Proof. When n “ 1, this is the Yang-Baxter equation. If the diagram commutes for n,

consider the diagram

Gn`1ΣS

GσnS
��

Gn`1γ // Gn`1CΣ GτnΣ // GCGnΣ τGnΣ //

GCσn

��

CGn`1Σ

CGσn

��
GΣT nS

σTnS
��

GΣχn // GΣST n

σSTn

��

GγTn // GCΣT n τΣTn // CGΣT n

CσTn

��
ΣT n`1S

ΣTχn
// ΣTST n

ΣχTn
// ΣST n`1

γTn`1
// CΣT n`1

The upper-right square commutes by naturality of τ , the lower-left square commutes by

naturality of σ, the lower-right rectangle commutes by the Yang-Baxter equation, and

the top left-diagram commutes by inductive hypothesis. Therefore, the outer diagram

commutes, proving the lemma.

By applying the functors M,N to the simplicial morphisms σ, γ of Proposition 4.3.4

and its dual, we obtain two simplicial morphisms

CGpN,ΣMq
NσM // CT pNΣ,Mq, C˚SpNΣ,Mq

NγM // C˚CpN,ΣMq.

Proposition 4.3.14. The morphisms NσM , NγM are morphisms of duplicial functors.
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Proof. We prove this only for NσM . It suffices to show this commutes with the duplicial

operators tT , tG. Recall, from Section 3.2.2, that the (op)coalgebra structure morphisms

on ΣM and NΣ are respectively given by the composites

GΣM σM // ΣTM
Σρ // ΣSM

γM // CΣM,

NΣS
Nγ // NCΣ λΣ // NGΣ Nσ // NΣT.

Let n ě 0. In the diagram

NGnΣTM

NσnTM
��

NGnΣρ // NGnΣSM

NσnSM

��

NGnγM // NGnCΣM
NτnΣM // NCGnΣM

NCσnM

��

λGnΣM // NGn`1ΣM

NGσnM

��
NΣTn`1M

NΣTnρ
// NΣTnSM

NΣχnM
// NΣSTnM

NγTnM
// NCΣTnM

λΣTnM
// NGΣTnM

the middle square commutes by Lemma 4.3.13, the right-hand square commutes by nat-

urality of λ, and the left-hand square commutes by naturality of σn. The outer diagram

commutes therefore, and after pre-composing with NGnσM and post-composing with

NσT nM , we have the result.

Example 4.3.15. Let

A K

F
++ B

U

kk

be an adjunction, generating a monad B “ UF on A and a comonad T “ FU on B. Let

B U //

S
��

A
Ω
{� C

��
B

U
// A

be a square where pU,Ωq : pB, Sq Ñ pA, Cq is an iso-opmorphism of comonads, giving

rise to a mixed distributive law θ and a comonad distributive law χ by Corollary 2.3.7. By

Theorem 2.3.15, the comparison functor B Ñ AB gives rise to a 1-cell

pB, χ, T, Sq pUUε,1,Ω̃´1q // pAB, θ̃, B̃, Cθq

in Dist. Given any χ-coalgebra M and θ̃-opcoalgebra N , by Proposition 4.3.14 we have

isomorphisms of duplicial functors

CB̃
`

N,UUεM
˘

– CT
`

NUUε,M
˘

, C˚S
`

NUUε,M
˘

– C˚Cθ
`

N,UUεM
˘

.

Since σ “ 1 in this example, the left-hand isomorphism is actually an equality.
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4.3.6 Cyclicity and the reflection equation

We conclude this chapter by observing that there is an interesting connection between the

cyclicity of duplicial functors of the above form, and the reflection equation of physics.

Let χ : TS ñ ST be a distributive law of comonads, and let M and N be a χ-coalgebra

and a χ-opcoalgebra respectively. Let us represent the natural transformations diagram-

matically as

χ “

T

T

S

S

, ρ “

T M

MS

, λ “

N

N

S

T

Using graphical calculus and reading from top to bottom, in degree 1, the two morphisms

t2T , t
2
S look like

N

N

T

T

T

T

M

M

,

N

N

S

S

S

S

M

M

We can view N,M as walls and the two inner strands may be viewed as the trajectories

of two distinct particles bouncing between them. Now, instead of viewing the particles as

bouncing off the right-hand walls, let us ignore the wall and see the particle’s trajectory

as a straight line. In other words, we remove the right-hand wall, straighten out each of

the right-hand kinks, but preserve the points where the lines cross. Heuristically, as long

as a particle T is furthest to the right, it may undergo a ‘state-change’ and turn into the

particle S which allows us to use the distributive law χ to cross the particles. Ignoring the
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labels, if we redraw the above diagrams with this viewpoint, we have:

,

Each diagram is one side of the reflection equation, which describes the trajectories of

two particles with different velocities bouncing off a wall in different orders. We use the

colour red to distinguish between the particles in the physical interpretation.

We may construct similar pairs of diagrams for n ą 1, as well as reflection equations

for more than two particles. For example, the reflection equation for n “ 2 (i.e. for 3

particles) is

“

Therefore, we immediately obtain another characterisation of cyclicity.

Proposition 4.3.16. The duplicial functor CT pN,Mq is cyclic if and only if the appropri-

ate side of the reflection equation in each degree is equal to the identity.

Of course, there is a similar statement for the duplicial functor C˚SpN,Mq.



Chapter 5

Hochschild viewpoint of dupliciality

The purpose of this chapter is to explain that Hochschild homology and cohomology of

algebras can be imported to the world of 2-categories, in turn giving an insight into the

nature of duplicial structure. We begin by recounting the classical case (Section 5.1). In

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we construct an upgraded version of Hochschild (co)homology and

see that we recover the duplicial object CT pN,Mq of Chapter 4. We also characterise

duplicial structure on the nerve of a category C in terms of left adjoint functors from

groupoids into C. The work in these latter sections is original and is based on that carried

out in [46].

5.1 The classical case

Let k be a commutative ring and let A be a (unital, associative) k-algebra. We denote the

monoidal product bk of k-Mod by an unadorned tensor product b. Let A˚ denote the

opposite algebra to A, and let Ae denote the enveloping algebra A b A˚. If we denote

the category of pA,Aq-bimodules (with symmetric action of k) by A-Mod-A, there are

isomorphisms

A-Mod-A – Ae-Mod –Mod-Ae.

and we therefore identify all of these.

Consider the endofunctor B “ ´ b A on A-Mod which takes a left A-module X to

81
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the module X b A with left A-action given by a ¨ pxb a1q :“ axb a1. The natural maps

X b Ab A
µ // X b A

xb ab a1 � // xb aa1

X
η // X b A

x � // xb 1

turn the functor B “ ´bA into a monad on A-Mod, which lifts to a comonad B̃ on the

Eilenberg-Moore category A-ModB. In fact, there is another isomorphism

A-ModB –Mod-Ae

so we view B̃ as a comonad on the category of bimodules, defined by the morphisms

M b A δ //M b Ab A

mb a � //mb 1b a

M b A
ε //M

mb a � //ma.

So, for every bimodule M , we have that B̃pMq “ M b A becomes a bimodule with

actions given by

a ¨ pmb a1q ¨ a2 :“ amb a1a2.

5.1.1 Hochschild homology and cohomology

Viewing A as a left Ae-module, there is a functor

´bAe A : Mod-Ae
Ñ k-Mod.

Also, let M be any pA,Aq-bimodule, viewed as a right Ae-module.

Definition 5.1.1. The Hochschild homology of A with coefficients in M , denoted by

H‚pA,Mq, is the graded k-module given by the homology of the chain complex asso-

ciated to the simplicial k-module CB̃p´ bAe A,Mq.

The above simplicial object is seen again in Chapter 6. However, there is a less com-

plicated simplicial object which may be used to define Hochschild homology. For every

left A-module P , there are k-module isomorphisms

pP b Aq bAe A
– // P

ppb aq bAe a1 � // aa1p,
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and so we have isomorphisms for n ě 0

CB̃p´ bAe A,Mqn “
`

M b Abpn`1q
˘

bAe A –M b Abn.

Thus, we get a simplicial k-module C‚pA,Mq defined by CnpA,Mq “ M b Abn, with

face maps and degeneracy maps

di : CnpA,Mq Ñ Cn´1pA,Mq, si : CnpA,Mq Ñ Cn`1pA,Mq

given by

dipmb a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

anmb a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1 if i “ 0

mb a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´ian´i`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an if 1 ď i ă n

ma1 b a2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an if i “ n

sipmb a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “ mb ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´i b 1b an´i`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an

The homology of the chain complex associated to this complex is therefore isomorphic to

H‚pA,Mq. The zeroth Hochschild homology is given by

H0pA,Mq –M{xam´may

where xam´may denotes the submodule of M generated by all expressions of the form

ma´ am for m PM , a P A.

Consider the contravariant functor

HomAep´,Mq : Mod-Ae
Ñ k-Mod

which assigns to a bimodule N the k-module of pA,Aq-bimodule maps N ÑM .

Definition 5.1.2. The Hochschild cohomology of A with coefficients in M , which we

denote by H‚pA,Mq, is the graded k-module given by the cohomology of the cochain

complex associated to the cosimplicial k-module CB̃pHomAep´,Mq, Aq.

The zeroth Hochschild cohomology is given by the centre of M , explicitly:

H0
pA,Mq – ZX “ tm PM | ma “ am for all m P Au.

Note that both H0pA,´q and H0pA,´q define functors A-Mod-AÑ k-Mod. We do

not delve into Hochschild cohomology further, as we do not discuss anything beyond this

zeroth homology module.
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5.1.2 Universal properties

For any k-module X , the set

rM,Xs :“ HomkpM,Xq

becomes an pA,Aq-bimodule with actions given by

pa ¨ f ¨ bqpmq “ fpbmaq.

We now present a universal coefficients theorem:

Theorem 5.1.3. There is an isomorphism of k-modules

rH0pA,Mq, Xs – H0
pA, rM,Xsq,

natural in M and X .

Proof. By the above remarks, to prove this is equivalent to proving that

rM{xam´may, Xs – ZprM,Xsq.

Given f P ZprM,Xsq, we have that af “ fa for all a P A, which means exactly that

fpmaq “ fpamq for all a P A,m PM . Therefore, f descends to a map f̄ on the quotient:

M // //

f
&&

M{xam´may

f̄
��
X

The assignment f ÞÑ f̄ defines the required isomorphism, whose inverse is given by

composing with the quotient map. Naturality follows easily.

Theorem 5.1.4. We have an adjunction

A-Mod-A K

H0pA,´q
--
k-Mod.

rA,´s

mm

Proof. We have that H0pA,´q – ´ bAe A which is left adjoint to rA,´s by the tensor-

hom adjunction (see e.g. [60, Theorem 2.75]).
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Let us now apply the cohomology functor H0pA,´q to the unit of the adjunction

H0pA,´q % rA,´s, giving a morphism

H0pA,Mq
H0pA,ηq // H0pA, rA,H0pA,Mqsq

– // rH0pA,Aq,H0pA,Mqs

where the isomorphism is that of Theorem 5.1.3. Under the closed monoidal structure of

k-Mod, this morphism corresponds to one

H0pA,Mq b H0pA,Aq
X // H0pA,Mq,

which we call the cap product.

Remark 5.1.5. The reason for this terminology is that it is a special case of the cap

product in homological algebra (see [16] and [39] for a more general version for Hopf

algebroids).

5.2 The lax categorical case

We now carry out similar constructions to those of Section 5.1 in the context of categories.

Prior to this, we remark that what follows can probably be done with reference to an

arbitrary monoid in a symmetric monoidal closed bicategory (so in particular Section 5.1

becomes a special case of this section), but it is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Throughout, let A be a monoidal category (playing the rôle of A in the previous sec-

tion) with tensor productb and unit I . For simplicity, we assume thatA is strict monoidal,

and any module categories upon which it acts are strict also.

5.2.1 The 2-category A-Mod-A

LetM be a category which is both a left-module category and a right-module category

for A, with actions

AˆM � //M, MˆA � //M

that are laxly compatible, in the sense that we have morphisms

A� pM �Bq
χ // pA�Mq�B
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natural in A,M,B satisfying some coherence conditions: namely, the diagrams

pAb A1q� pM �Bq
χ // ppAb A1q�Mq�B

A� pA1 � pM �Bqq
A�χ

// A� ppA �Mq�Bq χ
// pA� pA1 �Mqq�B

A� pM � pB bB1qq
χ // pA�Mq� pB bB1q

A� ppM �Bq�B1q χ
// pA� pM �Bqq�B1

χ�B1
// ppA�Mq�Bq�B1

commute, and such that χ “ 1 whenever A or B is the unit I . A 1-cell P : M Ñ N of

such categories is defined to be a functor P such that PM � B “ P pM � Bq naturally,

together with morphisms

A� PM
r // P pA�Mq

natural in A,M , such that the three diagrams

pAbBq� PM
r // P ppAbBq�Mq

A� pB � PMq
A�r

// A� P pB �Mq r
// P pA� pB �Mqq

A� P pM �Bq r // P pA� pM �Bqq

A� pPM �Bq χ
// pA� PMq�B

r�B
// P pA�Mq�B

I � PM r // P pI �Mq

PM

commute. In other words, P preserves the right action, but only laxly preserves the left

action. A 2-cell α : pP, rq ñ pP 1, r1q is a natural transformation α : P ñ P 1 such that the

diagram

A� PM
r //

A�α

��

P pA�Mq

α

��
A� P 1M

r1
// P 1pA�Mq

commutes. These structures constitute a 2-category, which we denote by A-Mod-A.
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5.2.2 (Co)homology

We now define the analogous structures to the zeroth Hochschild (co)homology modules

of Section 5.1. Let M be a 0-cell in A-Mod-A. We begin with cohomology, as it is

slightly simpler.

Definition 5.2.1. The category H0pA,Mq has as objects pairs pM,ρq where M is an

object ofM, and ρ : A�M ñM�A is a natural morphism such that ρ : I�X Ñ X�I

is the identity and the diagram

pAbBq�M

ρ

��

A� pB �Mq
A�ρ // A� pM �Bq

χ

��
M � pAbBq pM � Aq�B pA�Mq�B

ρ�B
oo

commutes. A morphism f : pM,ρq Ñ pM 1, ρ1q is a morphism f : M Ñ M 1 inM such

that the diagram

A�M

ρ

��

A�f // A�M 1

ρ1

��
M � A

f�A
//M 1 � A

commutes.

The category H0pA,Mq can also be described as a lax descent object, see [44,46,66].

Definition 5.2.2. The category H0pA,Mq is constructed as follows: it has the same ob-

jects as the categoryM, but the morphisms are given by taking the morphisms ofM and

adjoining morphisms

M � A
ϕ // A�M

natural in A,M , such that ϕ : M � I Ñ I �M is the identity and the diagram

M � pAbBq

ϕ

��

pM � Aq�B
ϕ // B � pM � Aq

χ

��
pAbBq�M A� pB �Mq pB �Mq� Aϕ

oo

commutes.

Dually to cohomology, we can describe the category H0pA,Mq as a lax codescent

object. Both H0pA,´q and H0pA,´q define 2-functors A-Mod-AÑ Cat.
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5.2.3 Universal properties

For any category Z , the functor category rM,Zs becomes a 0-cell in A-Mod-A, with

left and right actions on a functor F : MÑ Z given by

pA� F �BqpMq “ F pB �M � Aq

on objects. This defines a 2-functor

Cat
rA,´s // A-Mod-A.

Given a category Y , the functor category rY ,Ms becomes a 0-cell in A-Mod-A in an

analagous way.

Theorem 5.2.3. There is an isomorphism of categories

rH0pA,Mq,Zs – H0
pA, rM,Zsq,

natural inM and Z .

Proof. We only define the isomorphisms on objects as their action on morphisms is clear.

The functor

rH0pA,Mq,Zs Φ // H0pA, rM,Zsq

is defined as follows. Given a functor F : H0pA,Mq Ñ Z , we define ΦpF q to be the pair

pF, ρq where the natural morphisms

ρ : A� F ñ F � A

are defined by

F pM � Aq
Fϕ // F pA�Mq.

The inverse functor

H0pA, rM,Zsq Θ // rH0pA,Mq,Zs

maps a pair pG, ρq to the functor Gρ : H0pA,Mq Ñ Z given by G on the morphisms of

A, and on the extra morphisms

X � A
ϕ // A�X
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by

GpX � Aq “ pA�GqpXq
ρ // pG� AqpXq “ GpA�Xq.

Theorem 5.2.4. There is a 2-adjunction

A-Mod-A K

H0pA,´q
,,
Cat.

rA,´s
mm

Proof. LetM be an object of A-Mod-A. For any object M inM, consider the functor

ηpMq : A Ñ H0pA,Mq which maps an object A to A � M . We have the functorial

equalities

pA� ηpMqqpBq : “ ηpMqpB b Aq

“ pB b Aq�M

“ B � pA�Mq

“ ηpA�MqpBq

thus proving that pA � ηpMqq “ ηpA � Mq. This means that η itself is a 1-cell in

A-Mod-A, so we have defined a 2-natural transformation

η : 1 ñ rA,H0pA,´qs.

For any category Z , we define a functor

H0pA, rA,Zsq ε // Z

on objects by F ÞÑ F pIq. On a morphism of rA,Zs, i.e. a natural transformation, ε maps

this to the component at the unit object I . The extra morphisms

F � A
ϕ // A� F

are mapped to the identity morphism

pF � AqpIq “ F pAb Iq “ F pI b Aq “ pA� F qpIq.

We have thus defined a 2-natural transformation

ε : H0pA, rA,´sq ñ 1

and it is routine to check that η, ε satisfy the triangle identities.
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For an object M in A-Mod-A, we take the unit η : M Ñ rA,H0pA,Mqs and ap-

ply the functor H0pA,´q as well as the isomorphism of Theorem 5.2.3 to construct a

morphism

H0pA,Mq H0pA,ηq // H0pA, rA,H0pA,Mqsq – // rH0pA,Aq,H0pA,Mqs.

which we call the cap product (cf. Section 5.1.2) which we denote by X.

5.3 Application to duplicial objects

We now focus on a special case of the constructions in the previous section. Consider

the augmented simplicial category ∆` (cf. Definition 4.1.1). This becomes a monoidal

category with tensor product ‘ defined on objects by

m‘ n “m` n` 1,

and the tensor product of two morphisms f : mÑm1, g : nÑ n1 is given by

pf ‘ gqpiq “

$

’

&

’

%

fpiq if 0 ď i ď m

gpi´m´ 1q if m ă i ď m` n` 1

The unit is given by ´1 “ H.

5.3.1 Actions

We now setA “ ∆˚
` for the remainder of this chapter, and apply the results of Section 5.2.

LetM be a category.

Proposition 5.3.1. Strict left actions

AˆM //M

correspond to comonads onM.

Proof. An action AˆMÑM corresponds to a strict monoidal functor AÑ rM,Ms,

which in turn corresponds to a comonad in the monoidal category rM,Ms which finally

corresponds to a comonad inM.
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Explicitly, given a left action � : AˆMÑM, the corresponding comonad T onM

is defined as T “ 0�´, with counit ε given on components X by

T pXq “ 0�X
d0�X // ´1�X “ X

where d0 : 0Ñ ´1 is the unique face map in A. The coproduct δ is defined on compo-

nents by

TX “ 0�X
s0�X // 1�X “ 0� p0�Xq “ TTX

The augmented simplicial category ∆` becomes a monoidal category with the reverse

tensor product, given explicitly on objects by

m‘
rev n “ n‘m.

We denote this by ∆rev
` . There is an isomorphism ∆rev

` – ∆` of monoidal categories [46],

which of course carries over to the dual categories Arev – A. Right actions of A corre-

spond by to right actions of Arev by the monoidal isomorphism, and these in turn corre-

spond to left actions of A, which correspond to comonads by Proposition 5.3.1. Thus we

have:

Proposition 5.3.2. Strict right actions

MˆA //M

correspond to comonads onM.

Given a right action �, the corresponding comonad S is explicitly defined in an

analagous way to comonads corresponding to left actions.

Lemma 5.3.3. Distributive laws of comonads correspond to 0-cells of A-Mod-A.

Proof. Suppose thatM is an object in A-Mod-A, so that we have natural morphisms

m� pM � nq
χ // pm�Mq� n.

By choosing m “ n “ 0, we get morphisms

TSpMq
χ // ST pMq
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natural in M . The naturality of χ in m,n, combined with compatibility with the unit

object ´1, tells us that χ is compatible with the comultiplication and counits of both

comonads, realising it as a distributive law.

Conversely, let χ be a distributive law with components

TSpMq
χ // ST pMq.

These morphisms can easily be upgraded by iterating χ up to horizontal composition

of identities, giving morphisms T nSmpMq Ñ SmT npMq for any m,n ě 0 à la Sec-

tion 4.3.2. By definition, the coherence conditions required for χ to turnM into an object

of A-Mod-A are satisfied.

5.3.2 (Co)homology

For this subsection, fix a distributive law χ : TS ñ ST . Let M denote the 0-cell of

A-Mod-A corresponding to χ under Lemma 5.3.3.

Lemma 5.3.4. An object of H0pA,Mq corresponds to a χ-coalgebra inM.

Proof. Let ρ : TM ñ SM be a χ-coalgebra structure on an object M inM. By Proposi-

tion 4.3.8, ρ extends to a morphism of simplicial objects

BpT,Mq
ρ // B˚pS,Mq,

and in fact extends to a morphism of augmented simplicial objects by setting ρ to be

1: M Ñ M in degree ´1. Then, by construction, the pair pM,ρq is an object of

H0pA,Mq.

Conversely, given an object pM,ρq in H0pA,Mq, the morphism ρ in degree 0 gives a

χ-coalgebra structure on M .

Similarly, we have the following:

Lemma 5.3.5. Functors H0pA,Mq Ñ Z correspond to χ-opcoalgebrasMÑ Z .

5.3.3 The décalage comonads

Let X be an augmented simplicial object in a category Z .
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Definition 5.3.6. The right décalage (French for shift) of X , denoted Decr
pXq, is the

simplicial object given in degree n by

Decr
pXqn “ Xn`1,

whose faces are given by discarding the last face of X , and similarly for the degeneracies.

See [63, 72] for more on décalage. Pictorially (ignoring the degeneracies), the right

décalage of an augmented simplicial object

¨ ¨ ¨X2

d0 //
d1 //
d2 //

X1

d0 //
d1 // X0

d0 // X´1

looks like

¨ ¨ ¨X3

d0 //
d1 //
d2 //

X2

d0 //
d1 // X1

d0 // X0

In fact, Decr is a comonad on rA,Zs, where the counit ε : Decr
pXq Ñ X is given in each

degree by the missing face map, and the comultiplication δ : Decr
pXq Ñ Decr Decr

pXq

is given by the missing degeneracy.

In a similar way, we define the left décalage of an augmented simplicial set by dis-

carding the zeroth face and degeneracy maps. We denote this by Decl. Since Decr Decl is

naturally equal to Decl Decr, we get the following:

Proposition 5.3.7. The identity natural transformation defines a distributive law

DecrDecl χ +3 DeclDecr.

Now, let us view this distributive law on rA,Zs as an object of A-Mod-A.

Theorem 5.3.8. The category H0pA, rA,Zsq is isomorphic to the category of augmented

duplicial objects in Z .

Proof. By Lemma 5.3.4, to give an object pX, tq of H0pA, rA,Zsq is the same as to give

a χ-coalgebra in rA,Zs. This is a morphism t : DecrX Ñ Decl X , so we get an operator

Xn
t // Xn
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in each degree. That t commutes with the faces and degeneracies is precisely that the

equations

dit “ tdi´1, sit “ tsi´1

hold, and that t is compatible with ε and δ as a χ-coalgebra structure is precisely that the

equations

dit “ dn, sit “ t2sn

respectively hold; that is, t is a duplicial operator.

Remark 5.3.9. The category ∆` becomes both a left-module and right-module over itself

with actions given by the monoidal product ‘. These actions are strictly compatible,

and moreover they restrict to the simplicial category ∆. This carries over to the dual

categories, and so both ∆˚ and r∆˚,Zs become 0-cells in A-Mod-A. We can then

consider the (co)homology categories

H0pA,∆˚
q, H0pA, r∆˚,Zsq,

the latter of which is isomorphic to the category of unaugmented duplicial objects in Z .

Thus, we have another way of deriving the duplicial functor at the heart of Böhm and

Ştefan’s Theorem 4.3.6. Indeed, let M be a χ-coalgebra in M, viewed as an object of

H0pA,Mq. Let N : M Ñ Z be a χ-opcoalgebra, viewed as a functor H0pA,Mq Ñ Z .

Applying the cap product

H0pA,Mq X // rH0pA,Aq,H0pA,Mqs

to M gives us a functor

H0pA,Aq
XpMq // H0pA,Mq

that we may compose with N to obtain a functor

H0pA,Aq X // Z .

This is of course an object in rH0pA,Aq,Zs which is isomorphic to H0pA, rA,Zsq by

Theorem 5.2.3. By Theorem 5.3.8, this is in turn isomorphic to the category of augmented

duplicial objects in Z . By replacingM with rY ,Ms for a general category Y , we recover

the duplicial functor CT pN,Mq of Theorem 4.3.6.
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5.3.4 Duplicial objects from twisting

Here, we show that Theorem 4.3.6 can be deduced directly from the twisting procedure

given in Section 3.2.2. Recall from Proposition 5.3.7 that for an arbitrary category Z , the

identity defines a distributive law 1: Decr Decl
ñ Decl Decr.

Suppose we have a distributive law χ : TS ñ ST of comonads on a category B,

together with a χ-opcoalgebra pN, λq : B Ñ Z . Consider the functor

B CT pN,´q // rA,Zs

that assigns to every object X , the simplicial object CT pN,Xq of Section 4.3.

For every n ě 0, we have

CT pN,SXqn “ NT n`1SX, Decl CT pN,Xqn “ CT pN,Xqn`1 “ NT n`2X

The morphisms

NT n`1SX
Nχn`1

X // NST n`1X
λTn`1X // NT n`2X

then define a natural transformation

CT pN,´q ˝ S
γ +3 Decl

˝ CT pN,´q.

We also have

DecrCT pN,Xqn “ CT pN,Xqn`1 “ NT n`2X, CT pN, TXqn “ NT n`2X

and it turns out that the identity defines a natural transformation

Decr
˝ CT pN,´q

1 +3 CT pN,´q ˝ T.

It is routine to check the following:

Proposition 5.3.10. We have that

pB, χ, T, Sq pCT pN,´q,1,γq // prA,Zs, 1,Decr,Decl
q

is a 1-cell in Dist.
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Now let M be a χ-coalgebra in B. The 1-cell in Proposition 5.3.10 acts on this to

give a χ-coalgebra in rA,Zs which is precisely an augmented duplicial object in Z by

Lemma 5.3.4. Given a χ-coalgebra structure on a functor M : Y Ñ B, we recover the

more general duplicial functor of Theorem 4.3.6 by carrying out the replacements

B � // rY ,Bs, Z � // rY ,Zs, N � // rY , N s,

T � // rY , T s, S � // rY , Ss

in the above arguments.

5.3.5 Restriction to Cat

In this final section of the chapter, we view Cat as a 0-cell of A-Mod-A via the nerve

functor, and study what it means to be an object of the cohomology category H0pA,Catq.

Throughout, C denotes a (small) category.

Definition 5.3.11. The nerve of C, denoted by NC, is the simplicial set where pNCqn is

the set of composable n-tuples of morphisms. In degree n, the faces and degeneracies,

defined on an n-tuple

A0
f0 // A1

f1 // ¨ ¨ ¨
fn´2 // An´1

fn´1 // An

are given by

dipfn´1, . . . , f0q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

pfn´1, . . . , f1q if i “ 0

pfn´1, . . . , fifi´1, . . . , f0q if 0 ă i ă n

pfn´2, . . . , f0q if i “ n

sipfn´1, . . . , f0q “ pfn´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fi, 1, fi´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f0q.

The nerve actually defines a fully faithful functor N : CatÑ r∆˚,Sets (see e.g. [28,

II.4.22]) so we may view Cat as a full subcategory of the category of simplicial sets. We

do not give precise details, but the actions of A on r∆˚,Sets mentioned in Remark 5.3.9

restrict to actions on Cat, and so Cat becomes a 0-cell inA-Mod-A in its own right (for

a more detailed explanation, see [46]). We are then able to consider the cohomology cat-

egory H0pA,Catq. Explicitly, an object of this category is a (small) category C together

with a duplicial structure on its nerve NC.
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To give a duplicial structure on NC amounts to giving the following structure on C:

• for each object A, an object tA

• for each morphism f : AÑ B a morphism tf : tB Ñ A

such that t2p1Aq “ 1tA for objects A of C, and t maps any commutative triangle of mor-

phisms as

A
f //

h ��

B

g

��
C

ÞÑ

tC th //

tg   

A

f
��
B

Definition 5.3.12. We call a morphism t as described above a coreflector.

The following theorem characterises such structures, and Corollary 5.3.14 makes clear

the motivation for the terminology in Definition 5.3.12.

Theorem 5.3.13. A category C has a duplicial structure on its nerve if and only if there

exist a groupoid G and an adjunction

G K

I
++ C.

R

jj

Proof. Suppose that we are given such an adjunction, with unit η and counit ε. For an

object A in C we define tA :“ IRA, and for a morphism f : A Ñ B in C we define

tf : tB Ñ A to be the composite

IRB
IpRfq´1

// IRA
εA // A.

Note that tf is well defined because Rf is invertible, being a morphism in a groupoid.

Consider an identity morphism 1: AÑ A. We have that t2p1q is equal to

IRA
IRpεAq

´1

// IRIRA
εIRA // IRA.

One triangle identity for I % R implies that the diagram

RA
ηRA // RIRA

RεA
��

RA
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commutes, which tells us that RpεAq´1 “ ηRA. Therefore, using the other triangle iden-

tity, we have that the diagram

IRA
IRpεAq

´1

// IRIRA

εIRA
��

RA

commutes, that is t2p1q “ 1.

Now suppose that we have a commutative triangle

A
f //

h ��

B

g

��
C

Since h “ gf we have pRhq´1 “ pRfq´1pRgq´1 and so RfpRhq´1 “ pRgq´1. In the

diagram

IRC
IpRhq´1

//

IpRgq´1 ''

IRA

IRf
��

εA // A

f
��

IRB εB
// B

the inner triangle commutes by the aforementioned relation, and the right-hand square

commutes by naturality of ε. The outer diagram commutes, which says that tg “ fpthq,

completing one direction of the proof.

Conversely, suppose that we have a coreflector t giving rise to a duplicial structure

on NC. There is an induced functor G : C Ñ C, defined on objects and morphisms

respectively by

GpAq :“ tA, GpA
f // Bq :“ tA

t2f // tB.

Let f : A Ñ B be any morphism in C. By applying t to two commutative triangles as

follows

A

f ��

f // B

1
��
B

ÞÑ

tB

t1   

tf // A

f

��
B

,

tB

tf   

tf // A

1
��
A

ÞÑ

tA

t1   

t2f // B

tf

��
B

we see that the diagram

tA

t2f
��

t1 // A

f

��
tB

tf

>>

t1
// B
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commutes. By defining εA :“ tpA
1 // Aq , we therefore obtain a natural transformation

ε : G ñ 1. Also, together with ε, G becomes a well-copointed endofunctor: that is, for

any A we have

GpεAq “ t2pεAq “ t3p1Aq “ tp1tAq “ εGA.

Let f : AÑ B be any morphism. By applying t twice:

tA

fεA   

εA // A

f
��
B

ÞÑ

tB

tf !!

tpfεAq// tA

εA
��
A

ÞÑ

tA

tpεAq !!

t2f // tB

tpfεAq

��
tA

we have that

tpfεAq ˝ t
2f “ tpεAq “ 1.

Furthermore, by naturality of ε we have

fεA “ εB ˝ t
2f

and applying t once more:

tA

fεA !!

t2f // tB

εB
��
B

ÞÑ

tB

tpεBq !!

tpfεAq// tA

t2f
��
tB

tells us that

t2f ˝ tpfεAq “ t2f ˝ tpεB ˝ t
2
pfqq “ 1.

Thus Gf “ t2f is invertible for any morphism f . It follows that G becomes an (idem-

potent) comonad with counit ε and comultiplication δ :“ Gpεq´1. The groupoid G that

we require is the Eilenberg-Moore category CG, together with the canonical associated

adjunction (cf. Section 2.2.3), which is indeed a groupoid sinceG inverts morphisms.

Later, in Section 6.4, we see that this example of a duplicial structure can be derived

from a special case of one involving enriched functor categories.

Corollary 5.3.14. A category C admits a duplicial structure on its nerve if and only if C

has a coreflective subcategory which is a groupoid.

Proof. Given two categories G, C and a left-adjoint functor I : G Ñ C, the unit η : 1 ñ RI

is necessarily an isomorphism so I is full and faithful [9, Prop. 3.4.1]. Thus, the corollary

follows immediately from Theorem 5.3.13.
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Remark 5.3.15. Suppose that we have two groupoids G and G 1, as well as two adjunctions

G K

I
++ C,

R

jj G 1 K

I 1
++ C.

R1
kk

The functor

G I // C R1 // G 1

defines an equivalence of categories G » G 1. In fact, in the context of Theorem 5.3.13, we

may always choose G to be the fundamental groupoid Π1pCq (this is the localisation of C

at all morphisms [27], see also [46]).

Thus we have another way to state Theorem 5.3.13:

Corollary 5.3.16. A category C admits a duplicial structure on its nerve if and only if the

universal functor π : C Ñ Π1pCq has a left adjoint.

Corollary 5.3.17. A category C admits a cyclic structure on its nerve if and only if C is a

groupoid.

Proof. Suppose that a category C is equipped with a cyclic structure on its nerve, induced

by a coreflector t. By assumption, t is the identity on objects, and t2 is the identity on

morphisms. By the proof of Theorem 5.3.13, for all morphisms f in C, the morphism

t2f “ f is invertible and thus C is a groupoid.

Conversely, if C is a groupoid, then we apply Theorem 5.3.13 to the the identity functor

1: C Ñ C, which is trivially a left-adjoint functor.

Remark 5.3.18. Note that a groupoid C may have multiple cyclic structures on its nerve.

Indeed, given a natural transformation

C
1

((

1

66�� α C

we define a coreflector t on objects and morphisms respectively by

tA :“ A, tpA
f // Bq :“ B

αB // B
f´1
// A.

Remark 5.3.19. In [46] we also characterise duplicial structure on the nerve of a bicate-

gory [24, 65] (and so in particular, on the nerve of a monoidal category).



Chapter 6

Examples

In this chapter we give examples with an algebraic flavour. In Section 6.1 we explain

how the cyclic homology of an associative algebra [18, 19] arises as an instance of The-

orem 4.3.6. We also show that an algebra map σ induces a 1-cell in Dist which acts on

cyclic homology to give σ-twisted cyclic homology [43]. Next, in Section 6.2 we show

that Hopf-cyclic homology of bialgebroids (as in [38]) arises from Theorem 4.3.6 and

analyse this phenomenon in terms of opmonoidal adjunctions and their opmodules [1]. In

Section 6.3 we study the various notions of bimonad and Hopf monad [1, 11, 52, 57, 58],

as well as give a new example of a bimonad that is not a Hopf monad (Section 6.3.3).

We conclude the chapter in Section 6.4 by showing that the category of enriched functors

from a Hopf category [3, 23] contains a duplicial object under certain conditions.

The work contained herein is original; Section 6.1 is based on [42, §4] and Sections 6.2

and 6.3 are based on [40, §5–6].

6.1 Cyclic homology of algebras

6.1.1 Flat connections

Let B be a monad on a category A, and let

A
F

++
K AB
U

kk

101
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be the canonical adjunction (cf. Sections 2.2.3, 2.4.1). As before, let B̃ denote the

comonad FU on AB generated by the adjunction, and let Σ: AB Ñ AB be an endo-

functor.

For any B-algebra pX, βq, we have natural isomorphisms

ABpB̃ΣpX, βq,ΣB̃pX, βqq – ApUΣpX, βq, UΣB̃pX, βqq

given by the adjunction, so there is a one-to-one correspondence between natural trans-

formations σ : B̃Σ ñ ΣB̃ and natural transformations ∇ : UΣ ñ UΣB̃. In fact, pΣ, σq

is an opmorphism of comonads if and only if the diagrams

UΣ ∇ //

∇
��

UΣB̃

∇B̃
��

UΣB̃
UΣδ̃

// UΣB̃B̃

UΣ ∇ // UΣB̃

UΣε̃
��

UΣ

commute, that is, if pUΣ,∇q is a B̃-opcoalgebra.

Definition 6.1.1. We say that the natural transformation σ is a connection if ε is com-

patible with σ, i.e. the second diagram above commutes for the corresponding natural

transformation ∇. We say that a connection σ is flat if δ is compatible with σ, i.e. pΣ, σq

is an opmorphism of comonads, or equivalently, both diagrams above commute.

The terminology is motivated by the special case discussed in detail in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.2 Cyclic and twisted cyclic homology

Let A be a unital associative algebra over a commutative ring k. Consider the simplicial

k-module C‚pA,Aq of Section 5.1.1, defined degreewise by

CnpA,Aq “ Abpn`1q

which gives rise to the Hochschild homology module H‚pA,Aq. This simplicial object is

in fact a cyclic object. Indeed, in degree n we define a cyclic operator t on Abpn`1q by

tpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “ a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an b a0.

Definition 6.1.2. The cyclic homology of A, denoted HCpAq, is the cyclic homology of

the cyclic object C‚pA,Aq.
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Now let σ : A Ñ A be an algebra map. We define a simplicial module C‚pA,Aqσ as

follows: take the degeneracies and faces of the Hochschild simplicial object C‚pA,Aq but

in each degree, we change the last face dn : Abpn`1q Ñ Abn to the map dσn defined by

dσnpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “ pa0σpa1q, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq.

In fact, this is a duplicial object with duplicial operator tσ defined by

tσpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “ σpa1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an b a0.

This is a cyclic object if and only if σ “ 1.

Definition 6.1.3. The cyclic homology of A twisted by σ, denoted HCσpAq, is the cyclic

homology of the duplicial object C‚pA,Aqσ.

It is the aim of this section to show that the assignment

HCpAq ÞÑ HCσpAq

can be realised in the abstract framework of the previous chapters.

6.1.3 pA,Aq-bimodules

Let A “ A-Mod be the category of left A-modules and let B be the comonad “ ´b A,

so that AB is the category of pA,Aq-bimodules as in Section 5.1.

The functor C “ Ab´ : AÑ A, together with the natural morphisms

δ : AbX ÝÑ Ab AbX ε : AbX ÝÑ X

ab x ÞÝÑ ab 1b x ab x ÞÝÑ ax

defines a comonad on AB. There is a mixed distributive law θ : BC ñ CB given by

rebracketing on components

θ : pAbXq b AÑ Ab pX b Aq

so by Corollary 2.3.7, this lifts to a comonad distributive law θ̃ : B̃Cθ ñ CθB̃ on AB.

Let N be an pA,Aq-bimodule and Σ: AB Ñ AB be the endofunctor defined by

ΣpMq “M bA N . We have that ΣCθ “ CθΣ so that

pAB, Cθq
pΣ,1q // pAB, Cθq
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is a morphism of comonads.

The component of a natural transformation∇ : UΣ ñ UΣB̃ is given by a leftA-linear

map

∇M : M bA N Ñ pM b Aq bN –M bN

The natural transformation ∇ defines a connection if and only if each ∇M splits the quo-

tient map M bN Ñ M bA N . Taking M “ A yields an A-linear splitting of the action

A b N Ñ N , so N is k-relative projective [73, Definition 8.6.5]. Conversely, given a

splitting n ÞÑ np´1qbnp0q of the action, we obtain∇M as∇MpmbA nq “ mnp´1qbnp0q.

Thus we have:

Proposition 6.1.4. The functor Σ admits a connection σ if and only if N is k-relative

projective as a left A-module.

Composing∇A with the noncommutative De Rham differential

d: A ÝÑ Ω1
A,k, a ÞÝÑ 1b a´ ab 1

gives the notion of connection in noncommutative geometry [20, III.3.5].

If N is not just k-relative projective but k-relative free, i.e. N – A b V as left A-

modules, for some k-module V , then the assignment∇MpmbA pab vqq “ mabp1b vq

defines a flat connection. Explicitly, the flat connection σ : B̃Σ ñ ΣB̃ is given by

σM : pM bA Nq b A ÝÑ pM b Aq bA N –M bN

pmbA nq b b ÞÝÑ ∇MpmbA nqb.

Thus we have:

Proposition 6.1.5. The triple pΣ, σ, 1q defines a 1-cell

pAB, θ̃, B̃, Cθq
pΣ,σ,1q // pAB, θ̃, B̃, Cθq

in Dist.

In particular, let σ : A Ñ A be an algebra map and let N “ Aσ, the pA,Aq-bimodule

which is A as a left A-module with right action of a P A given by right multiplication
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by σpaq. Then we have ΣpMq “ M bA Aσ – Mσ. Since Aσ is free as a left A-module

we get a 1-cell pΣ, σ, 1q by Proposition 6.1.5, where σ : B̃Σ ñ ΣB̃ is the flat connection

defined on components by

σM : Mσ bk A ÝÑ pM bk Aqσ

mb a ÞÝÑ mb σpaq.

Note that we use σ to denote both the algebr map and the flat connection it induces.

6.1.4 Twisting by 1-cells

From the general theory developed in Section 3.2.2 we obtain therefore an action of

the group of endomorphisms of A on the categories Rpθ̃q and L pθ̃q of θ̃-coalgebras

and θ̃-opcoalgebras, respectively. In particular, we can act on the standard cyclic object

C‚pA,Aq associated to A, which corresponds to the following data.

Consider A as an object of AB. Since B̃A “ CθA “ A b A we have a morphism

ρ “ 1: B̃AÑ CθA. It follows that pA, ρq is a θ̃-coalgebra in AB.

Considering pA,Aq-bimodules as either left or right Ae “ Ab A˚-modules, we view

the zeroth Hochschild homology as a functor H “ ´bAe A : AB Ñ k-Mod. Then, as in

Section 5.1, we have an isomorphism of simplicial objects

C‚pA,Aq – CB̃pH,Aq.

We define a natural transformation λ : HCθ ñ HB̃ by

λM : pAbMq bAe A ÝÑ pM b Aq bAe A –M

pabmq bAe b ÞÝÑ mba

Therefore, by Theorem 4.3.6, C‚pA,Aq becomes a duplicial k-module, and indeed is the

cyclic object defining the cyclic homology HCpAq.

By acting on the θ̃-coalgebra M with the 1-cell pΣ, σ, 1q and applying Theorem 4.3.6,

we obtain a duplicial structure on the simplicial k-module

C‚pA,Aqσ

whose cyclic homology is the σ-twisted cyclic homology of A. Thus the action of 1-cells

in Dist generalises this twisting procedure.
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6.2 Hopf-cyclic homology

In this section we assume that the monoidal categories mentioned and their actions on

other categories are strict, with the symbols I,b,� used to denote the unit, tensor product,

and left action respectively.

6.2.1 Opmonoidal adjunctions

Let E ,H be monoidal categories.

Definition 6.2.1. An opmonoidal functor E Ñ H is a triple pP,Ξ,Ξ0q where P : E Ñ H

is a functor,

Ξ: P p´1 b´2q ñ P p´1q b P p´2q

is a natural transformation, and Ξ0 : PI Ñ I is a morphism, such that the three diagrams

P pX b Y b Zq
Ξ //

Ξ
��

P pX b Y q b P pZq

ΞbPZ

��
PX b P pY b Zq

PXbΞ
// PX b PY b PZ

P pX b Iq Ξ // PX b PI

PXbΞ0

��
PX

P pI bXq Ξ // PI b PX

Ξ0bPX

��
PX

commute.

Let pP,Ξ,Ξ0q and pG,Φ,Φ0q be two monoidal functors E Ñ H.

Definition 6.2.2. An opmonoidal natural transformation α : pP,Ξ,Ξ0q ñ pG,Φ,Φ0q is a

natural transformation α : P ñ G such that the two diagrams

P pAbBq
Ξ //

α

��

PAb PB

αbα

��
GpAbBq

Φ
// GAbGB

PI
α //

Ξ0 ""

GI

Φ0

��
I

commute.

This defines a 2-category OpMonCat of monoidal categories, opmonoidal func-

tors, and opmonoidal natural transformations [45, Example 2.4]. One example of Corol-

lary 2.3.7 is provided by an adjunction in this 2-category. Explicitly:
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Definition 6.2.3. An opmonoidal adjunction

E
pP,Ξ,Ξ0q

++
K H

pQ,Ψ,Ψ0q

jj

consists of an adjunction P % Q between the underlying categories, such that the unit and

counit are opmonoidal natural transformations.

Opmonoidal adjunctions are a special case of doctrinal adjunctions, so it follows that

Ψ and Ψ0 as above are in fact isomorphisms [35, Theorem 1.4]. Some authors call op-

monoidal adjunctions comonoidal adjunctions or bimonads. We refer e.g. to [1, 11, 52,

57, 58] for more information.

It follows that

PI b´ QPI b´

form a compatible pair of comonads as in Corollary 2.3.7 whose comonad structures are

induced by the natural coalgebra (comonoid) structures on I .

6.2.2 Opmodule adjunctions

The examples we are more interested in are given by opmodule adjunctions, as defined be-

low. They were introduced under the name comodule adjunctions in [1, Definition 4.1.1].

Let pP,Ξ,Ξ0q : E Ñ H be an opmonoidal functor and let A and B be (left) E-module

H-module categories, respectively.

Definition 6.2.4. A pP,Ξ,Ξ0q-opmodule is a functor F : A Ñ B together with a natural

transformation

Θ: F p´1 �´2q ñ P p´1q� F p´2q

such that the diagrams

FppX b Y q� Zq
Θ // P pX b Y q� FZ

ΞbFZ
��

F pX � pY � Zqq

Θ
��

pPX b PY q� FZ

PX � F pY � Zq
PX�Θ

// PX � pPY � FZq
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and

F pI � Zq Θ // PI � FZ

Ξ0�FZ

��
FZ I � FZ

commute.

Let pP,Ξ,Ξ0q and pG,Φ,Φ0q be two opmonoidal functorsHÑ E , and let pF,Θq and

pK,κq be two opmodules AÑ B over pP,Ξ,Ξ0q and pG,Φ,Φ0q respectively.

Definition 6.2.5. An opmodule morphism pα, βq : pF,Θq ñ pK,κq consists of an op-

monoidal natural transformation

α : pP,Ξ,Ξ0q ñ pG,Φ,Φ0q

and a natural transformation

β : F ñ K

such that the diagram

F pX � Zq
Θ //

β

��

Θ // PX � FZ

α�β

��
KpX � Zq κ

// GX �KZ

commutes.

This defines a 2-category OpMod whose 0-cells are actions of a monoidal category

on another category, whose 1-cells are opmodules over opmonoidal functors, and whose

2-cells are opmodule morphisms [1, Remark 4.3]. We now give an explicit definition of

adjunctions in this 2-category:

Definition 6.2.6. An opmodule adjunction

A
pF,Θq

++
K B

pU,Ωq

kk

over an opmonoidal adjunction

E
pP,Ξ,Ξ0q

++
K H

pQ,Ψ,Ψ0q

jj
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is an adjunction F % U such that

X � Z

η

��

η�η // QPX � UFZ

UF pX � Zq
UΘ

// UpPX � FZq

Ω

OO

and

PQL� FUM
ε�ε // L�M

F pQL� UMq

Θ

OO

FUpL�Mq
FΩ

oo

ε

OO

commute.

By the theory of doctrinal adjunctions, it follows that Ω is an isomorphism (see [1,

Proposition 4.1.2] and again [35, Theorem 1.4]).

Now any coalgebra D inH defines a compatible pair of comonads

S “ D �´, C “ QD �´

on B and A respectively. It is such an instance of Corollary 2.3.7 that provides the

monadic generalisation of the setting from [38], see Section 6.2.7.

6.2.3 Bialgebroids and Hopf algebroids

Opmonoidal adjunctions can be seen as categorical generalisations of bialgebras and more

generally (left) bialgebroids. We briefly recall the definitions but refer to [6,23,38,67] for

further details and references.

Definition 6.2.7. If E is a k-algebra, then an E-ring is a k-algebra map η : E Ñ H .

In particular, when E “ Ae :“ A b A˚ is the enveloping algebra of a k-algebra A,

then H carries two left actions Ż, § and two right actions Ž, đ of A, given by

a Ż h Ž b :“ ηpab bqh, a § h đ b :“ hηpbb aq.

These actions give rise to four A-bimodule structures on H , and so we use the actions as

subscripts to make clear which of these structures is under discussion. For example, §HŽ

denotes the A-bimodule H , with left A-action a § h and right A-action h Ž b.

Recall that Ae-Mod is a monoidal category, with tensor product bA and unit A.
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Definition 6.2.8 (see [68]). A bialgebroid is an Ae-ring η : Ae Ñ H for which ŻHŽ is a

coalgebra in Ae-Mod whose coproduct ∆: ŻHŽ Ñ ŻHŽ bA ŻHŽ satisfies

a § ∆phq “ ∆phq đ a, ∆pghq “ ∆pgq∆phq,

and whose counit ε : ŻHŽ Ñ A defines a unital H-action on A given by hpaq :“ εpa § hq.

Finally, by a Hopf algebroid we mean left rather than full Hopf algebroid, so there is

in general no antipode [41]:

Definition 6.2.9 (see [62]). A Hopf algebroid is a bialgebroid with bijective Galois map

β : §HŽ bA˚ ŻHŽ Ñ §HŽ bA ŻHŽ, g bA˚ h ÞÑ ∆pgqh.

As usual, we abbreviate

∆phq “: hp1q bA hp2q, β´1
phbA 1q “: h` bA˚ h´. (6.2.1)

This symbolic notation we use here resembles Sweedler notation for Hopf algebras (see

e.g. [59, §1.4]), and is fully explained in [39, §2.3].

6.2.4 The opmonoidal adjunction

Every E-ring H defines a forgetful functor

Q : H-ModÑ E-Mod

with left adjoint P “ H bE ´. In the next section, we abbreviate H :“ H-Mod and

E :“ E-Mod. If H is a bialgebroid (so E “ Ae) thenH is monoidal with tensor product

K bH L of two left H-modules K and L given by the tensor product K bA L of the

underlying A-bimodules whose H-module structure is given by

hpk bH lq :“ hp1qpkq bA hp2qplq.

So by definition, we have QpK bH Lq “ QK bA QL. The opmonoidal structure Ξ on P

is defined by the map [1, 11]

P pX bA Y q “ H bAe pX bA Y q Ñ PX bH PY “ pH bAe Xq bA pH bAe Y q,

hbAe pxbA yq ÞÑ php1q bAe xq bA php2q bAe yq.

Schauenburg proved that this establishes a bijective correspondence between bialge-

broid structures on H and monoidal structures on H-Mod [61, Theorem 5.1]:
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Theorem 6.2.10. The following data are equivalent for an Ae-ring η : Ae Ñ H:

1. A bialgebroid structure on H .

2. A monoidal structure on H-Mod such that the adjunction

Ae-Mod %%ff H-Mod

induced by η is opmonoidal.

Consequently, we obtain an opmonoidal monad

QP “ §Hđ bAe ´

on E “ Ae-Mod. This takes the unit object I “ A to the cocentre H bAe A of the

A-bimodule §Hđ, and the comonad PI bA ´ is given by

pH bAe Aq bA ´,

where the A-bimodule structure on the cocentre is given by the actions Ż, Ž on H .

The lift toH “ H-Mod takes a left H-module L to pH bAe Aq bA L with action

g ¨ pphbAe 1q bA lq “ pgp1qhbAe 1q bA gp2ql,

and the distributive law resulting from Corollary 2.3.7 is given by

χ : g bAe pphbAe 1q bA lq ÞÑ pgp1qhbAe 1q bA pgp2q bAe lq.

That is, it is the map induced by the Yetter-Drinfel’d braiding

Hđ bA ŻH Ñ HŽ bA ŻH, g bA h ÞÑ gp1qhbA gp2q.

For A “ k, that is, when H is a Hopf algebra, and also trivially when H “ Ae, the

monad and the comonad on Ae-Mod coincide and are also a bimonad in the sense of

Mesablishvili and Wisbauer, cf. Section 6.3. An example where the two are different is

the Weyl algebra, or more generally, the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie-Rinehart

algebra [32]. In these examples, A is commutative but not central in H in general.
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6.2.5 Doi-Koppinen data

The instance of Corollary 2.3.7 that we are most interested in is an opmodule adjunction

associated to the following structure:

Definition 6.2.11. Following e.g. [53], a Doi-Koppinen datum is a triple pH,D,W q of an

H-module coalgebra D and an H-comodule algebra W over a bialgebroid H .

This means that D is a coalgebra in the monoidal category H-Mod. Similarly, the

category H-Comod of left H-comodules is also monoidal (see e.g. [6, Section 3.6]), and

this defines the notion of a comodule algebra. Explicitly, W is an A-ring ηW : A Ñ W

together with a coassociative coaction

δ : W Ñ HŽ bAW, b ÞÑ bp´1q bA bp0q,

which is counital and an algebra map,

ηW pεpbp´1qqqbp0q “ b, pbdqp´1q b pbdqp0q “ bp´1qdp´1q b bp0qdp0q.

Here again we use a Sweedler-esque notation to denote the coaction, as in [59, §2.5].

Similarly, as in the definition of a bialgebroid itself, for this condition to be well-defined

one must also require

bp´1q bA bp0qηW paq “ a § bp´1q bA bp0q.

The key example that reproduces [38] is the following.

6.2.6 The opmodule adjunction

For any Doi-Koppinen datum pH,D,W q, the H-coaction δ on W turns the Eilenberg-

Moore adjunction A-Mod
..
W -Modnn for the monadB :“ WbA´ into an opmodule

adjunction for the opmonoidal adjunction E ++Hkk defined in Section 6.2.4. The H-

module category structure of W -Mod is given by the left W -action

bpl bA mq :“ bp´1ql bA bp0qm,

where b P W , l P L (an H-module), and m PM (a W -module).
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Hence, as explained in Section 6.2.2,D defines a compatible pair of comonadsDbA´

on W -Mod and A-Mod. The distributive law resulting from Corollary 2.3.7 generalises

the Yetter-Drinfel’d braiding, as it is given for a W -module M by

χ : W bA pD bAMq Ñ D bA pW bAMq,

bbA pcbA mq ÞÑ bp´1qcbA pbp0q bA mq.

6.2.7 The main example

If H is a bialgebroid, then D :“ H is a module coalgebra with left action given by

multiplication and coalgebra structure given by that of H . If H is a Hopf algebroid, then

W :“ H˚ is a comodule algebra with unit map ηW paq :“ ηp1bk aq and coaction

δ : H˚
Ñ HŽ bA §H

˚, b ÞÑ b´ bA b`.

In the sequel we write B as ´ bA˚ H rather than H˚ bA ´ to work with H only. Then

the distributive law becomes

χ : pH bAMq bA˚ H Ñ H bA pM bA˚ Hq,

pcbA mq bA˚ b ÞÑ b´cbA pmbA˚ b`q,

for b, c P H .

Proposition 3.2.6 completely characterises the χ-coalgebras: in this example, they are

given by right H-modules and left H-comodules M with χ-coalgebra structure

ρ : mbA˚ h ÞÑ h´mp´1q bA mp0qh`.

In general, the characterisation of χ-opcoalgebras mentioned after Proposition 3.2.6 does

not provide us with such an explicit description. Note, however, that one obtains χ-

opcoalgebras from (left-left) Yetter-Drinfel’d modules:

Definition 6.2.12. A Yetter-Drinfel’d module over H is a left H-comodule and left H-

module N such that for all h P H,n P N , one has

phnqp´1q bA phnqp0q “ h`p1qnp´1qh´ bA h`p2qnp0q.
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Indeed, each such Yetter-Drinfel’d module defines a χ-opcoalgebra

´bH N : H˚-ModÑ k-Mod

whose χ-opcoalgebra structure is given by

λ : phbA xq bH n ÞÑ pxnp´1q`h` bA˚ h´np´1q´q bH np0q.

The resulting duplicial object CT p´ bH N,Mq is the one studied in [37, 38].

Identifying p´ bA˚ Hq bH N – ´bA˚ N , the χ-opcoalgebra structure becomes

λ : phbA xq bH n ÞÑ xnp´1q`h` bA˚ h´np´1q´np0q.

Using this identification, we give explicit expressions of the operators L and R as well as

tT that appeared in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3: first of all, observe that the right H-module

structure on SM :“ ŻHŽ bAM is given by

phbA mqg :“ g´hbA mg`,

whereas the right H-module structure on TM :“M bA˚ §HŽ is given by

pmbA˚ hqg :“ mbA˚ hg.

The cyclic operator from Section 4.3.2 then results as

tT pmbA˚ h
1
bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
bA˚ nq

“ mp0qh
1
` bA˚ h

2
` bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
`

bA˚ pnp´1qh
n
´ ¨ ¨ ¨h

1
´mp´1qq` bA˚ pnp´1qh

n
´ ¨ ¨ ¨h

1
´mp´1qq´np0q,

and for the operators L and R from Section 4.3.3 one obtains with the help of the proper-

ties [62, Prop. 3.7] of the translation map (6.2.1):

L : ph1
bA ¨ ¨ ¨ bA h

n`1
bA mq bH n ÞÑ

pmnp´1q`h
1
` bA˚ h

1
´h

2
` bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n`1
´ np´1q´q bH np0q,

along with

R : pmbA˚ h
1
bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
bA˚ 1q bH n ÞÑ

pmp´n´1q bA mp´nqh
1
p1q bA mp´n`1qh

1
p2qh

2
p1q bA ¨ ¨ ¨

bA mp´1qh
1
pnqh

2
pn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p1q bA mp0qq bH h

1
pn`1qh

2
pnq ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qn.
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Compare these maps with those obtained in [38, Lemma 4.10]. Hence, one has:

pL ˝Rq
`

pmbA˚ h
1
bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
bA˚ 1q bH n

˘

“

mp0qph
1
pn`1qh

2
pnq ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qnqp´1q`mp´n´1q` bA˚ mp´n´1q´mp´nq`h

1
p1q`

bA˚ h
1
p1q´mp´nq´mp´n`1q`h

1
p2q`h

2
p1q` bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨

bA˚ h
n
p1q´ ¨ ¨ ¨h

1
pnq´mp´1q´ph

1
pn`1q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qnqp´1q´ph

1
pn`1q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qnqp0q

“ mp0q

`

ph1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qnqp´1qmp´1q

˘

`
bA˚ h

1
p1q` bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨

bA˚ h
n
p1q` bA˚ h

n
p1q´ ¨ ¨ ¨h

1
p1q´

`

ph1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qnqp´1qmp´1q

˘

´
ph1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qnqp0q.

Finally, if M bA˚ N is a stable anti Yetter-Drinfel’d module [7], that is, if

mp0qpnp´1qmp´1qq` bA˚ pnp´1qmp´1qq´np0q “ mbA˚ n

holds for all n P N , m PM , we conclude by observing that

pL ˝RqpmbA˚ h
1
bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
bA˚ nq

“ mbA˚ h
1
p1q` bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
p1q` bA˚ h

n
p1q´ ¨ ¨ ¨h

1
p1q´h

1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨h

n
p2qn

“ mbA˚ h
1
bA˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ bA˚ h

n
bA˚ n.

Observe that in [37] this cyclicity condition was obtained for a different complex which,

however, computes the same homology.

6.2.8 The antipode as a 1-cell

If A “ k, then the four actions Ż, Ž, §, đ coincide and H is a Hopf algebra with antipode

S : H Ñ H given by Sphq “ εph`qh´. The aim of this brief section is to remark that

this defines a 1-cell that connects the two instances of Corollary 2.3.7 provided by the

opmonoidal adjunction and the opmodule adjunction considered above.

Indeed, in this case we have Ae-Mod – A-Mod “ k-Mod, but (unless H is com-

mutative) H˚-Mod ‰ H-Mod. However, S defines a morphism of monads

pk-Mod, H b´q
p1,σq // pk-Mod,´bHq

where σ : ´bH ñ H b´ is given in components by

σ : X bH Ñ H bX, xb h ÞÑ Sphq b x.
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The fact that this p1, σq is a morphism of monads is equivalent to the fact that S is an

algebra anti-homomorphism. Also, the lifted comonads agree and are given byHb´with

comonad structure given by the coalgebra structure ofH; clearly, γ “ 1: Hb´ ñ Hb´

defines an opmorphism of monads

pk-Mod, H b´q
p1,γq // pk-Mod, H b´q

Furthermore, the Yang-Baxter condition is satisfied, so we have that p1, σ, γq is a 1-cell in

the 2-category of mixed distributive laws. If we apply the 2-functor of Corollary 2.3.17 to

this, we get a 1-cell pΣ, σ̃, γ̃q between a comonad distributive law on the category of left

H-modules and one on the category of right H-modules. The identity lifts to the functor

Σ: H-Mod Ñ Mod-H which sends a left H-module X to the right H-module with

right action given by

x ¨ h :“ Sphqx.

6.3 Hopf monads à la Mesablishvili-Wisbauer

6.3.1 Bimonads

A bimonad in the sense of [55, Def. 4.1] is a sextuple pB, µ, η, δ, ε, θq, where B : AÑ A

is a functor, pB, µ, ηq is a monad, pB, δ, εq is a comonad and θ : BB ñ BB is a mixed

distributive law satisfying a list of compatibility conditions. A Hopf monad as in [55,

Def. 5.2] is a bimonad B equipped with a natural transformation B ñ B, called the

antipode, satisfying various compatibility conditions mirroring those for Hopf algebras.

In particular, for a bimonadB, the multiplication µ and comultiplication δ are required

to be compatible in the sense that there is a commutative diagram

BB

Bδ
��

µ // B δ // BB

BBB
θB

// BBB

Bµ

OO

(6.3.1)

The other defining conditions govern the compatibility between the unit and the counit

with each other and with µ and δ respectively, see [55] for the details.
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It follows immediately that we also obtain an instance of Corollary 2.3.7 in this sit-

uation: if we take B “ AB to be the Eilenberg-Moore category of the monad B as in

Section 2.3.2, then the mixed distributive law θ defines a lift W of the comonad B to B.

Note that in general, neither A nor B need to be monoidal, so B is in general not an

opmonoidal monad. Conversely, recall that for the examples of Corollary 2.3.7 obtained

from opmonoidal monads, B need not equal C as functors.

6.3.2 Examples from bialgebras

In the main example of bimonads in the above sense, we in fact do have B “ C and we

are in the situation of Section 6.2.4 for a bialgebra H over A “ k. The commutativity of

(6.3.1) amounts to the fact that the coproduct is an algebra map.

This setting provides an instance of Proposition 3.1.4 since there are two lifts of B “

C from A “ k-Mod to B “ H-Mod: the canonical lift S “ T “ FU which takes a left

H-module L to the H-module H bL with H-module structure given by multiplication in

the first tensor component, and the lift W which takes L to H b L with H-action given

by the codiagonal action gph b yq “ gp1qh b gp2qy, that is, the one defining the monoidal

structure on B.

In this example, the map β from Proposition 3.1.6 is given by

H b LÑ H b L, g b y ÞÑ gp1q b gp2qy

which for L “ H is the Galois map from Definition 6.2.9. This is bijective for all L if and

only if it is so for L “ H , which is also equivalent to H being a Hopf algebra. However,

this Galois map should not just be viewed as a k-linear map, but as a natural H-module

morphism between the twoH-modules TL andWL, and this is the natural transformation

ΓT,W p1q from Section 3.1.2.

As shown in [48, Theorem 5.8(c)], this characterisation of Hopf algebras in terms of

the bijectivity of the Galois map extends straightforwardly to Hopf monads.

6.3.3 An example not from bialgebras

Another example of a bimonad is the nonempty list monad L` on Set (see Example 3.3.4),

which assigns to a set X the set L`X of all nonempty lists of elements in X , denoted
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rx1, . . . , xns. The mixed distributive law

θ : L`L` ñ L`L`

is defined as follows: given a list

rrx1,1, . . . , x1,n1s, . . . , rxm,1, . . . , xm,nmss

in L`L`X , its image under θ is the list with

m
ÿ

i“1

nipm´ i` 1q

terms, given by

”

rx1,1, x2,1, x3,1 . . . , xm,1s, . . . , rx1,n1 , x2,1, x3,1, . . . , xm,1s,

rx2,1, x3,1 . . . , xm,1s, . . . , rx2,n2 , x3,1, . . . xm,1s,

. . .,

rxm,1s, rxm,2s, . . . , rxm,nms
ı

.

One verifies straightforwardly:

Proposition 6.3.1. L` becomes a bimonad on Set whose (monad) Eilenberg-Moore cat-

egory is SetL
`

– SemiGrp, the category of (nonunital) semigroups.

The second lift W : SemiGrpÑ SemiGrp of the comonad L` that one obtains

from the bimonad structure is as follows. Given a semigroup X , we have WX “ L`X

as sets, but the binary operation is given by

WX ˆWX Ñ WX

rx1, . . . , xmsry1, . . . , yns :“ rx1y1, . . . , xmy1, y1, . . . , yns.

Following Proposition 3.2.6, given a semigroup X , the unit turns the underlying set

of X into an L`-coalgebra and hence we get a χ-coalgebra structure on X . Explicitly,

ρ : TX Ñ WX is given by

ρrx1, . . . , xns “ rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xn, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xn, . . . , xns.

The image of ρ is known as the left machine expansion of X [5].
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Proposition 6.3.2. The only θ-entwined algebra is the trivial semigroupH.

Proof. An L`-coalgebra structure β : X Ñ L`X is equivalent to X being a forest of

at most countable height (rooted) trees, where each level may have arbitrary cardinality.

The structure map β sends x to the finite list of predecessors of x. A θ-entwined algebra

is therefore such a forest, which also has the structure of a semigroup such that for all

x, y P X with βpyq “ ry, y1, . . . , yns we have

βpxyq “ rxy, xy1, . . . , xyn, y, y1, . . . , yns.

Let X be a θ-entwined algebra. If X is non-empty, then there must be a root. We can

multiply this root with itself to generate branches of arbitrary height. Suppose that we

have a branch of height two; that is to say, an element y P X with βpyq “ ry, xs (so, in

particular, x ‰ y). Then βpxyq “ rxy, ys, but βpxxq “ rxx, xy, x, ys. This is impossible

since x and y cannot both be the predecessor of xy.

6.4 Enriched functor categories

We conclude the main part of the thesis by showing how to construct a duplicial object

that generalises some of the examples we have previously seen.

6.4.1 Enriched categories

Let V be a monoidal category.

Definition 6.4.1. A V-categoryH consists of

• a class |H| whose elements we call objects

• for any A,B P |H|, an objectHpA,Bq P |V |

• for each object A P |H|, a morphism uA : I Ñ HpA,Aq in V , called the unit

• for any A,B,C in |H|, a morphism ˝A,B,C : HpB,Cq b HpA,Bq Ñ HpA,Cq,

called composition
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satisfying associativity and unitality conditions, that is, commutativity of the two diagrams

HpC,Dq bHpB,Cq bHpA,Bq
˝B,C,Db1

��

1b˝A,B,C //HpC,Dq bHpA,Cq
˝A,C,D

��
HpB,Dq bHpA,Bq

˝A,B,D
//HpA,Dq

HpA,Bq uBb1 //

1bu
��

HpB,Bq bHpA,Bq
˝A,B,B

��
HpA,Bq bHpA,Aq

˝A,A,B
//HpA,Bq

for all A,B,C,D P |H|.

Example 6.4.2. A Set-category is an ordinary category.

Example 6.4.3. A Cat-category is a 2-category.

We now suppose that V is a complete, cocomplete, closed symmetric monoidal cate-

gory. Furthermore, we assume for simplicity that the monoidal structure of V is strict, but

we make no assumption that the symmetry is strict. The tensor product is denoted by b,

the unit by I , and the closed structure is given by the functor

r´,´s : V˚ ˆ V Ñ V .

Since left adjoint functors preserve limits, it follows that that the tensor product com-

mutes with coproducts. That is, we have natural isomorphisms

Ab
ÿ

iPI

Bi –
ÿ

iPI

AbBi

where
ř

denotes the coproduct, and tBiuiPI is a family of objects in V .

For any V-categories H and K, there is an associated (ordinary) V-functor category

rH,Ks. This can also be given the structure of a V-category, but we do not need it here

and thus do not give any further details. We are interested particularly in the case that

K “ V . By definition, a V-functor F : HÑ V consists of

• for each object X inH, an object FX in V

• for any objects X, Y inH, a morphism FX,Y : HpX, Y q Ñ rFX,FY s in V
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satisfying appropriate unitality and associativity axioms. We now omit subscripts and just

write F in place of FX,Y .

Every morphism

F : HpX, Y q Ñ rFX,FY s

corresponds to an action

F : HpX, Y q b FX Ñ FY

using the closed structure of V , and thus the axioms defining a V-functor can be rewritten

as the two commutative diagrams

HpY, Zq bHpX, Y q b FX 1bF //

˝b1
��

HpY, Zq b FY

F
��

HpX,Zq b FX
F

// FZ

FX
ub1 //HpX,Xq b FX

F
��

FX

Similarly, a V-natural transformation α : F ñ G is defined as a collection of morphisms

α : FX Ñ GX in V such that the diagram

HpX, Y q b FX F //

1bα
��

FY

α

��
HpX, Y q bGX

G

// GY

commutes.

6.4.2 Hopf categories

Definition 6.4.4. A comonoidal V-category is a categoryH enriched over the category of

coalgebras in V . Explicitly, each object HpX, Y q is a coalgebra in V in such a way that

the composition and unit ofH are coalgebra morphisms.

Definition 6.4.5. A Hopf V-category is a comonoidal V-category H equipped with a

collection of morphisms

HpX, Y q S //HpY,Xq
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such that the diagrams

HpX, Y q bHpX, Y q 1bS //HpX, Y q bHpY,Xq
˝

��
HpX, Y q

δ

OO

ε
// I u

//HpX,Xq

and

HpX, Y q bHpX, Y q Sb1 //HpY,Xq bHpX, Y q
˝

��
HpX, Y q

δ

OO

ε
// I u

//HpY, Y q

commute.

Our terminology comes from [3] but these are called Hopf V-algebroids in [23].

6.4.3 The comonad TH

Let H be any V-category. We now construct a pair of comonads on the contravariant en-

riched functor category rH˚,Vs and a distributive law between them. We do this however,

by first defining a comonad on the covariant enriched functor category and pulling a few

tricks. We define an endofunctor TH on rH,Vs as follows: given a V-functor H Ñ V , let

THpF q be defined on objects by

THpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y

HpY,Xq b FY.

The action THpF q is defined by lifting the composition

HpX, Y q bHpZ,Xq b FZ ˝b1 //HpZ, Y q b FZ

to the coproduct, so it is clear that THpF q is a well-defined V-functor. Given a V-natural

transformation α : F ñ G, we define THpαq : THpF q ñ THpGq by lifting the morphisms

HpY,Xq b FX 1bα //HpY,Xq bGX

to the coproduct, and so clearly TH is a well-defined functor.

The morphisms

HpY,Xq b FY 1bub1 //HpY,Xq bHpY, Y q b FY,
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and

HpY,Xq b FY F // FX

lift to the coproduct and define natural transformations δ : TH ñ THTH and ε : TH ñ 1

respectively, which endow TH with the structure of a comonad.

Now, suppose that H is a comonoidal V-category. Then, the category rH,Vs is

monoidal [23, p. 143] with tensor product b and unit I given pointwise by those of V , i.e.

pF bGqpXq “ FX bGX, IpXq “ I

and with respect to this structure, TH is in fact an opmonoidal comonad. Therefore, there

is a comonad SH “ THpIq b´ on rH,Vs and a distributive law THSH ñ SHTH (cf. Sec-

tion 6.2.1 and e.g. [56]). Explicitly, SH is defined on objects F by

SHpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y

HpY,Xq b FX

and the composites THSH and SHTH are given by

pTHSHqpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y,Z

HpY,Xq bHpZ, Y q b FY,

pSHTHqpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y,Z

HpY,Xq bHpZ,Xq b FZ.

The distributive law is defined by the diagram

HpY,Xq bHpY, Zq b FY //

δb1b1
��

HpZ,Xq bHpY,Xq b FY

HpY,Xq bHpY,Xq bHpZ, Y q b FY
–
//HpY,Xq bHpZ, Y q bHpY,Xq b FY

˝b1b1

OO

where the bottom isomorphism swaps the two inner tensorands.

Of course, sinceH was arbitrary, we can replace it withH˚ to obtain a comonad TH˚ .

6.4.4 The comonad RH

Now suppose thatH is a Hopf V-category. Then rH˚,Vs becomes a left module category

for rH,Vs, with action

rH,Vs ˆ rH˚,Vs � // rH˚,Vs
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defined on objects by

pF �GqpXq “ FX bGX.

The action of the V-functor F �G is given by

HpY,Xq b FX bGX

F�G

��

δb1b1 //HpY,Xq bHpY,Xq b FX bGX

1bSb1b1
��

HpY,Xq bHpX, Y q b FX bGX

1bFb1
��

HpY,Xq b FY bGX
–

��
FY bGY FY bHpY,Xq bGX

1bG

oo

In particular, if we choose F to be the coalgebra THpIq, then we get a comonad

rH˚,Vs THpIq�´ // rH˚,Vs

which we denote by RH. Unravelling everything, we have that RH is defined on objects

F by

RHpF qpXq “ SHpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y

HpY,Xq b FX

with action RHpF q given by lifting to the coproduct the morphisms

HpY,Xq bHpZ,Xq b FX

��

δb1b1 //HpY,Xq bHpY,Xq bHpZ,Xq b FX
1bSb1b1
��

HpY,Xq bHpX, Y q bHpZ,Xq b FX
1b˝b1
��

HpY,Xq bHpZ, Y q b FX
–

��
HpZ, Y q b FY HpZ, Y q bHpY,Xq b FX

1bF

oo

The comonad structure is induced in the obvious way from the coalgebra structure on

eachHpY,Xq.

6.4.5 The distributive law χ

Again, we automatically have a distributive law (cf. Section 6.2.2)

χ : TH˚RH ñ RHTH˚ .
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Explicitly we have

pTH˚RHqpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y,Z

HpX, Y q bHpZ, Y q b FY,

pRHTH˚qpF qpXq “
ÿ

Y,Z

HpY,Xq bHpX,Zq b FZ,

and the distributive law is induced by the composites

HpX, Y q bHpZ, Y q b FY

��

δb1b1 //HpX, Y q bHpX, Y q bHpZ, Y q b FY
1bSb1b1
��

HpX, Y q bHpY,Xq bHpZ, Y q b FY
1b˝b1
��

HpZ,Xq bHpX, Y q b FY HpX, Y q bHpZ,Xq b FY
–

oo

6.4.6 The χ-(op)coalgebras and duplicial object

Consider the unit object I in rH˚,Vs. We define a V-natural transformation

ρ : TH˚pIq ñ RHpIq

as follows. The components are defined by

ρ : TH˚pIqpXq “
ÿ

Y

HpX, Y q ÝÑ
ÿ

Y

HpY,Xq “ RHpIqpXq

to be the coproduct of the antipodes S : HpX, Y q Ñ HpY,Xq. It follows that pI, ρq is a

χ-coalgebra in rH˚,Vs.

Now, let N : rH˚,Vs Ñ V be the functor which maps a V-functor F to the coend
ż X

FX

which is, by definition, the coequaliser

ÿ

X,Y

FY bHpX, Y q –
ÿ

X,Y

HpX, Y q b FY
ř

εb1 //

ř

F

//

ÿ

X

FX // //
ż X

FX.

We define morphisms

L : HpY,Xq b FX F // FY
ub1 //HpY, Y q b FY
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Since we have

ÿ

X

RHpF qpXq “
ÿ

X,Y

HpY,Xq b FX,
ÿ

X

TH˚pF qpXq “
ÿ

X,Y

HpX, Y q b FX

the morphisms L define a morphism

ÿ

X

RHpF qpXq ÝÑ
ÿ

X

TH˚pF qpXq

which coequalises the morphisms defining the coend
ż X

RHpF q. Thus, there is an in-

duced morphism
ż X

RHpF qpXq
λ //

ż X

TH˚pF qpXq

which defines a natural transformation λ : NRH ñ NTH˚ which turns the triple pN,V , λq

into a χ-opcoalgebra. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3.6, we have:

Corollary 6.4.6. The simplicial object

CTH˚
pN, Iq

is a duplicial object in V .

Example 6.4.7. Let V “ Set with monoidal structure given by the Cartesian product ˆ.

A Hopf Set-category G is precisely a groupoid [3, Prop. 2.4]. The terminal object I “ t˚u

is the unit, and the coend functor N is given by the colimit functor

colim: rG˚,Sets Ñ Set.

In this case

CTG˚
pcolim, Iq – NG

where NG denotes the nerve of the groupoid G, cf. Section 5.3.5.

We can say even more: suppose that we have an adjunction

G K

F
** C

U

kk

where C is any category. The presheaf category rC˚,Sets becomes a monoidal category

with the pointwise Cartesian product, and the comonad TC˚ is opmonoidal (since every
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comonad is with respect to this particular monoidal structure) and so there is a distributive

law

TC˚ ˝ pTC˚pIq b ´q ñ pTC˚pIq b ´q ˝ TC˚ .

The functor

rF ˚,Sets : rC˚,Sets Ñ rG˚,Sets

is the functor part of a 1-cell in Dist between the aforementioned distributive laws. How-

ever, since F is necessarily full and faithful (see the proof of Corollary 5.3.14), we have

colim ˝ rF ˚,Sets – colim: rC˚,Sets Ñ Set.

Therefore we may act on the above duplicial object with the 1-cell rF ˚,Sets as in Sec-

tion 4.3.5 to obtain another one

CTC˚
pcolim, Iq – NC.

The duplicial structure induced on NC is the same as that given by Theorem 5.3.13.

Example 6.4.8. Let k be a commutative ring, and let V “ k-Mod, with tensor product

b “ bk and unit k. Any Hopf algebra H over k can be viewed as a one-object Hopf

V-categoryH, and rH,Vs – H-Mod. The coend functor becomes

´bH k : H˚-ModÑ k-Mod

and the duplicial k-module

CTH˚
p´ bH k, kq

is precisely the one given in Section 6.2.7 in the case that A “ M “ N “ k, whose

ordinary homology is given by TorH{kpk, kq.



Chapter 7

Unanswered questions

In this brief final chapter, we state some problems that came up during the preparation of

this thesis that remain unsolved.

Question 1. In Chapter 6 we saw related algebraic examples of duplicial objects arising

from Theorem 4.3.6. What is missing is a brand new cyclic homology theory. We do

however, show that the non-empty list functor L` becomes a bimonad (Section 6.3.3). Is

there a functor N : SemiGrp Ñ Z for some category Z that admits the structure of an

opcoalgebra over a distributive law, which gives rise to an interesting cyclic homology

theory of semigroups?

Question 2. The duplicial object CTH˚
pN, Iq of Corollary 6.4.6 can be used to describe

duplicial structures on the nerves of categories (Section 5.3.5) as well as on the simpli-

cial object with homology TorH{kpk, kq for a Hopf algebra H over a commutative ring k

(Section 6.2.7). However, it says nothing of more general Hopf algebroids over a noncom-

mutative base algebraA. Is there a way to upgrade the construction method of CTH˚
pN, Iq

so that it admits a special case of the duplicial object in Section 6.2.7 as an example?

Question 3. In Theorem 5.3.13 we describe duplicial structures on the nerves of cate-

gories C in terms of adjunctions

G K

I
** C

R

kk

where G is a groupoid. If there exists two groupoids G,G 1 equipped with left adjoints

into C, then we have G » G 1, as explained in Remark 5.3.15. How are the two duplicial

structures on NC induced by G and G 1 related?

128
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Question 4. Suppose that we are in the situation of Section 6.2.4, in the special case that

we have a bialgebra H over a commutative ring k. There is a distributive law χ defined

by

H bH bX
χX // H bH bX

hb g b x � // hp1qg b hp2q b x.

IfH is a Hopf algebra, the functor kbH´ : H-ModÑ k-Mod becomes a χ-opcoalgebra,

with structure morphism λ defined by

k bH pH bXq
λX // k bH pH bXq – X

1bH phb xq
� // Sphqx.

Does the converse hold; i.e. does a χ-opcoalgebra structure on kbH ´ imply that H must

be a Hopf algebra?

Question 5. Is there an interesting application of the work in Section 5.2 other than du-

plicial objects?

Question 6. Yetter-Drinfel’d modules seem to be of some importance with regard to du-

pliciality/cyclicity. For example:

• One requires a Yetter-Drinfel’d moduleN in Section 6.2.7 to define a χ-opcoalgebra.

• In the language of Section 6.2.7 it is shown that the duplicial object CT p´bHN,Mq

is cyclic if M bA˚ N is a stable anti Yetter-Drinfel’d module.

• A monoidal category A becomes a 0-cell in A-Mod-A with the regular actions

(c.f. Section 5.2). We get that H0pA,Aq is isomorphic to the lax centre of the

monoidal category A (see [22, 62]). When A is the category of modules over a

Hopf algebra, this is the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d modules.

Is there a general phenomenon at work which explains these connections?
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